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FOREWORD
This document represents the final technical report on
JPL Contract 952028 9 A Study Program on the Development of
Mathematical Model(s) for Microbial Burden Prediction. This
report was prepared in accordance with the requirements
established by the subject contract. The final report is
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This report describes the capabilities, logical approach, data inputs,
and deck arrangements for the kicrobial Burden Prediction Model Computer
Program.
The Microbial Burden Prediction Program, written in FORTRkN IV for the
IBi,, 7094 9 is a highly versatile program for simulating the gain and loss of
biota on the various surfaces of a spacecraft system during the steps of
assembly, test, transport, decontamination, etc., associated with its prepara-
tion. Three accumulation mechanisms have been developed, any combination of
which can be used at any step by specifying appropriate input values for the
comprehensive set of coefficients, modifiers, and histogram points. Effective
use of the program depends on an understanding of the program logic, the mathe-
matical models involved, and of the significance of the input quantities. It
is the purpose of this report to provide this understanding.
Section II, Introduction, defines the basic terminology used in the program
such as the pr%Tam organization levels Run, Stage, Task, Subtask, and Operation,
and the significance of Surfaces, Parts, and 'Zones.
Section III, The Program Macrologic, describes the logical structure of
the program (i.e., the sequencing of inputs, computations, outputs, and logical
branchings). Flow diagrams are provided for the Control Program and the Viicro-
bial Buildup Subroutine which comprise the main part of the program and de-
scribes the contributions of the remaining subroutines.
e.
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Because the factors that determine the gain and loss of biota are generally
unpredictable and can be given valid descriptions only in terms of probability
distributions, it is essential to deal with distributions rather than with
numerical quantities. For example, such unpredictable quantities are the initial
burdens on parts, the microbial concentrations associated with workcrs, tools,
and environments, and the time required to perform each operation. Ea-h of these
quantities is best described as a random variable with a defined probability
distribution. The equations describing the mechanisms of environmental fallout,
operational fallout, contact contamination, and decontamination are relations
between random variables. The approach used here is to express the distributions
of such variables in histogram form and to use a linear interpolation technique
in determining the distributions of functions of these variables. This approach
and technique are described in Section N, Arithmetic Treatment of Histograms.
The mathematical models representing the mechanisms of environmental and
operational fallout, contact, and decontamination are described in Section V,
Microbial Burden Modification Models. These models are more fully described in
Volume I of this report. Section V restates the equations and relates the equa-
tion quantities to the corresponding program variables.
erection VI, Input Data, lists the necessary input data and describes their
arrangement, format, and significance. It is worthwhile to consider this sec-
tion in conjunction with a study of the program macrologic (Section III).
Section VII, Uutputs, describes the information that is printed in the
Output and gives some representative Output Listings.
r^inally, Section VIII, Job Control, Deck Arrangement, and Tape Setup
describes the job order, arran&vments of program and data decks, tape usage,




The Microbial Burden Prediction Program simulates the gain and loss of
viable organisms by the various surfaces of a spacecraft assembly throughout
the various assembly, test, transport, storage, and decontamination operations
used in its preparation for launch. Determining factors in this simulation are
the time intervals, personnel, tools, surface characteristics, and environments
involved in the operations. The microbial burden on any surface at any step is
given in terms of a histogram describing the probability distribution defined
over the burden range. Time intervals and the concentrations of microbes at the
sources of contamination are similarly given in terms of probability distributions
in histogram form so that the resulting burdens reflect the inherent lack of cer-
tainty due to the natural randomness of the processes involved.
The organization of the assembly and test sequence procedures is by RUN,
STAGE, TASK, SUBTASK9 and OPERATION. A RUN represents a complete computation
requiring a complete set of input data. No information can be transferred from
one run to another except by input data cards. A STAGE (first level) is a
grouping of tasks at the completion of which is printed a STAGZ; ;U1Vj1V1ARY giving
the total mean burden and variance after each Task of the Stage. A TASK (second
level) is a grouping of subtasks that depend on a common set of inputs and which
can be treated by one computer pass, i.e., each task is preceded by a control
card and any necessary changes in the environments, operations, parts, o dis-
tribution inputs. A task is followed by a TASK SUY24ARY giving the microbial
burden for each surface and part.
At the SUBTASK level (third level), changes can be made in the part and
surface designations (representing steps in assembly or disassembly), or in the
4environment or retention characteristics of the parts. Each subtask can con-
sist of several UPLRATIUNS in which the actual gain or loss of microbial burden
on the affected parts and surfaces takes place.
The gain and loss of microbial burden is described in terms of' four
mechanisms, each represented in the program by an appropriate model. These
area
1. FM IRUNM2NTAL FALLOUT - the long term approach of the microbial
burden to some asymptotic value determined by the environment,
i.e., without considering personnel, tools, etc.
2. UPLHA`IUhAL FALLOUT - the gain or loss of microbial burden during
an operation due to the presence of sources of contamination but
without actual contact.
3. CON`1'ACT - the transfer of microbial burden by touching or
brushing the surface with tool, hand, or other material.
4. DECONTAXINATION - the loss of microbial burden by killing
some fraction of the burden determined by the agent and the
accessibility of the surface.
Thase models are described more completely in Section V.
The microbial burdens are defined for the surfaces of parts. Each PART
can have four SURFACES - top (1), exterior (2), mated (3), and occluded (4).
This classification is made on the basis of accessibility of the surface to
microbes from accretion, fallout and contact, and to decontamination agents.
TUP surfaces are exterior surfaces on which falling microbes lie without falling
off, although they may be blown off. r1JC2LR10R surfaces are the designation for
•	 5
outer surfaces other than top surfaces. NAliM surfaces are in contact and have
a very low accessibility. OCCLUDED surfaces are shielded from fallout to a
degree specified by the appropriate input coefficients. in practice, the ac-
cessibility of each surface to sources of contamination or decontamination is
specified in terms of input coefficients and the only inherent 1ifference is
that only top and exterior surfaces are subject to contamination by contact.
The classification by parts is to be made so that the microbial burden
can be assumed to be effectively uniform over each surface of the part. In
other words, a part need not be a physical unit but may be a group of items
that are treated similarly iii the operations and can be assumed to hare the
same burden distributions (e.g., the screws in a particular sub-assembly).
In order to detera.ine the effect of heat sterilization techniques, a
separate classification ir.. terms of thermal zones can be made. Each Z(, ,NE is
defined in terms of the fractions of surfaces that comprise it and the microbial
burden is determined from the burdens of the constituent surfaces. The separate
classification by zones is desirable because, while parts are assumed to have
::,iform burden distributions, thermal zones can be assumed to represent regions
that respond similarly to heating.
A basic print-out of input data, operation times, and microbial burdens
after fallout and contact is part of the program. Burden distributions for
each part can be printed by use of an appropriate control card (see Section
VI). Furthermore, the gain or loss of microbial burden called the Burden
Difference between specified task (not necessarily part of the g=ame stage)
•	 can also be obtained with the use of a suitable control card.
In addition, all gei:erated distributions for time or burden are stored
on a special tape so that a more detailed printout of data can be obtained by
the use of a special program which re-reads this tape and prints the desired
output.
Two additional special programs are the DATA CHX- K program (which determines
that the data cards are in the proper order, that all indices are in the re-
quired range, and that all prerequisite subtasks or tasks have indeed been
considered prior to the subtasks or tasgLs for wnich they are prerequisites)
and the hi^S-ART subroutine (which determines the necessary inputs at the re-
start point from the special tape mentioned above and allows a continuation
of the Microbial ik=den irediction vro6Tam from that point. These progrars are
described in more detail in Section VII.
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III. Ta PROGRAIN, MACROLUGIC
The Microbial burden Prediction grogram is a 4-part program:
1. MICROBIAL BURDEN DATA CHLCK PROGRAM (ViBDCl-MBDC2)
ProgTam MBDC which consists of the data check program and an error
counting; subroutine, reads the input data from cards, performs certain
checks (such as determining that the data is in recognizable order, that
all indices are within the required ranges, that all prerequisite distri-
butions and quantities have been defined, etc.), and records the data on
a tape to be used as the input tape for subsequent programs. Any errors
are tabulated by type of error and location. If any errors occur, the
data must be corrected and again checked and recorded by Program Y3DC.
2. MICROBIAL BURDEN SIMULATION PROGRAM (MBP1-MBP12)
This program which consists of 12 program decks, uses the input tape
generated by MBDC and simulates the microbial buildup. A standard output
is printed while a very detailed output is recorded on tape for later use
by Program MBDR.
3. XICROBIA.L BURDEN DATA RECUVERY rRUGRAM (MBDR)
Program MBDR is designed to read the output tape generated by Program
MBP. Additional instructions are added to the basic reading program to
calculate any desired quantities and to print them out in any desired
format.
4. MICROBIAL BURDEN 3PRCIAL WRITE-OUT PROGRAM (MBSW)
Program ,SBSW was written to provide a special listing of those inputs
describing Run, Stage, Task, Subtask, Subtask Operations, and Parts Affected.
8v
Each of these levels is appropriately indented and the listing provides
a complete outline of the simulation. These inputs are obtained from the
input data tape generz ,.ted by Program :1BDC.
The microbial Burden Simulation rrogram consists of a Control or Main
program (MBP1 and ll)subroutines. These subroutines are (see Table 4)s
HCS
	
:iistogram Combining Subroutine (riBP2)
This subroutine determines the probability distributions for the
random functions z = x+y, z = x - y, z = x • y, z = x/y, and z - max(x,y)
lsee p 24 for discussion) where x and y are random variables with
probability distributions described in histogram form (see Section IV).
HES	 Histogram Equating Subroutine (riBP3)
This subroutine sets the probability and range values of one histogram
equal to those if another.
HMS
	
Histogram Kultiplying Subroutine (mBP4)
It is convenient to input one histogram to describe several distri-
butions that have the same shape but possibly different ranges. To
use the histogram for a particular application, it is only necessary
to specify the desired mean value which is then used to modify the
given histogram through the subroutine HMS.
HNS
	
Histogram Numbering Subroutine (MBP5)
Certain histograms such as those describing time distributions,
biota concentrations, and the microbial burdens present on the
various surfaces of the parts of the space vehicle must be saved
for later reference while other histograms are used only while
making a computation and can thus be discarded. Histograms with
indices from 1 to ND are saved while histograms with indices of the
form I1 - ND + 1, I2 • ND + 2 may be discarded and the array members
used for other temporary histograms. The qua-,Atity ND is set equal to
the highest index of the input histograms and is then increased by 1
for each newly generated histogram that is to be saved by calling s-ib-
routine HNS. Calling this subroutine also sets the index of the new
histogram equal to the new value of ND.
HWS
	
Histogram Writing Subroutine (MBP6)
The procedure for writing histogram values is required so often that
it is convenient tc have a special subroutine to write these values
in a given format.
MAS	 Microbial Accretion by Environmental Fallout Subroutine (MBP7)
This subroutine determines the current microbial burden on a given part
due to environmental fallout since time AAT(I), the last update time
for part I. The environmental fallout model is described in Section V.
MAYS Mean and Variance Subroutine (P BF8)
This subroutine determines and writes in the prescribed format the
mean value and variance of any given histogram.
MBRS licrobial Burden Restart Subroutine (MBF9)
9
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If an error in the data causes the program to abort before completion,
the program can be used with a control card specifying restart after
the last correctly computed stage and task. This subroutine causes the
record tape to rewind and then reads the stored data until it comes to
the restart point at which time the regular computations output writing,
and recording on tape are resumed.
10
MBS Microbial Buildup Subroutine (MBP10)
This is the subroutine that reads the input data for task, subtasks,
and operations and computes the microbial burden on each affected sur-
face as a result of decontamination, operational fallout, and contact
Use Sec. V.).
MVS Mean Value Subroutine (MBP11)
This subroutine determines and stores the mean value of each generated
histogram.
ZF	 Z - Function (MBP12)r
This function subroutine determines specific values for the function
Z = x+y, z = x-y, z = x • y, z = x/y, or z - max (x,y), for specific
values of the arguments x and y.
Of these subroutines, only HCS, MAS, and MBS have any significant logical
structure, the rest being relatively short and straightforward. HCS is described
in Section IV and MAS in Section V. MBS, the longest and most complicated of the
subroutines is described, along with the Control Program, in the remainder of
this section.
The mncrologic of the Control Program and Subroutine MBS is shown in the
accompanying flow diagrams. Because subroutines MBRS and MBS are important
parts of the logical structureq the places where they are called in the program
are indicated. Other subroutinve are used in the indicated computations or
write instructions and are not referred to by name.
As can be seen in Figure 1 9
 the quantities KK and IK appearing on each
CONTROL CARD*
 (see Table 1 and the paragraph describing the CUNTRUL CARD in
Section VI) determine the logic path and the succeeding input data to be read.
KK = 1 starts a RUN and calls for reading a RUN DESCRIPTION CARD as well as
ST,WE andTASK DESCRIPTION CARLS. KK a 2 starts a STxGE and calls for reading
STAGE and TASK DESCRIPTION CARDS. KK = 3 starts a TASK and calls for reading
a TASK DESCRIPTION CARD. KK - 4 calls for a Burden Difference calculation and
write-out. KK - 5 calls for a determination of the microbial burden by thermal
zones. iiK 6 is used to restart the program at some point where the previous
calculations are valid but prior to data changes.
For KK - 1 9 2 , 4 9 5, the previous pass may have completed a Stage. If so,
a Stage Summary is first printed before proceeding to this pass. For KK - 39
•	 the previous pass cannot have completed a Stage and, for KK - 6, there was no
previous pass since KIt = 6 is equivalent to starting a Run but not duplicating
any valid computations.
The significance of IK depends on the value of KK. For KK = 1 9 2, 3, the
Control Program will call Subroutine MBS where IK determines the data to be read
(see Figure 2). For KK = 4, 6, IK is left blank and for KK 5, IK determines
whether the zones are to be defined or to be the same as parts.
Subroutine MBS (Figure 2) is called to determine the microbial buildup
during a Task. Before starting this calculation, additional data can be read
by giving IK on the CONTROL CARD an appropriate value as shown in the branches
for IK in Figure 2. A blank card or one with U in the first field must follow
each set of inputs to move to the next set of inputs. After completing the
* Although the Control Program and Subroutine MBS actually read a tape for
input data, the data must be prepared in card form and recorded on tape by
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,environments, Uperationa, Parts, and Distributions inputs , the protTam reads
Subtask, Uperation, and Part :;ffeot card (see Table 1, Section VI) using blanx
cards (N-0 9 K-0 9 IU-0, and IP-0). This is described more fully in Section VI.
When the last Subtask has been considered, indicated by a blank SUBTASK Dr:SCRIP-
TIUN CARD, the subroutine ascertains that all burdens include accretion until
the finish Time of the Task and prints these burdens as the Task Summary.
The Task and Subtask start times may depend on the finish times of the speci-
fied prerequisite Tasks and oubtasxs. if there is one prerequisite, the start
time is equal to the finish time of the prerequisite, but if there are two pre-
requisites, the start time is based on the function z - max (x,y), i.e., the
probability for any time z is the probability that both prerequisites have been
finished by that time. The prerequisites for a Subtask can only be earlier
•	 Subtaska witnin a Task while the prerequisites for a Task can be any earlier
Task, in the same Stage or not. The finish times for such Tasks, however, must
be saved by specifying an appropriate value for L3 on the TASK DESCRIMUN CARD
(which is seen in Section VI).
Uperationa within a Subtask ] however, are assumed to follow each other in
sequence so that the start time of one is equal to the finish time of its
predecessor. The start time of the first Operation of a Subtask is equal to
the start time of the Subtask and finish time of the last Operation determines
the finish time of the Subtask. Since Subtasks do not necessarily follow in
sequence, she finish time of a Task is equal to the latest Subtask finish time.




IV. ARITHUTIC TREATMaT OF HISTUGRAIrIS
Because the operation times, the number and distances of the personnel
from the parts whose contamination is to be considered, and the microbial
concentrations in the air and on the personnel and tools must be represented
by random quantities, the microbial burden buildup is also a random quantity.
A possible approach would be to use Monte Carlo trials and determine a mean
and variance from the results but this would involve a question of confidence
based on the number of trials as well as the confidence of the original data
inputs. In this program, random variables are represented by probability dis-
tributions defined in terms of histograms. This is equivalent to. sing a
series of straight line segments to approximate the cumulative probability
curve. This provides a straightforward approach to determining the functions:
•	 z - x+y, z - x-y, z - x(y), z - x/y and z - max (x,y) where x and y are inde-
pendent random variables.
It must be pointed out that this approach is an approximation. In the
first place, if x and y are random variables whose probability distributions
are accurately represented by histograms, then the random function z fox, any
of the above operation may not have a distribution accurately represented by
a histogram and that only in the limit as every value of x or y has its own
defined probability will the probability distribution for L be a histogram.
Furthermore, the number of points on the cumulative distribution curve for z
must be equal to the product of the points for x and for y (minus the number
that coincide) or accuracy is lost by neglecting points that are significant.
If, in addition, the contributions to the ranges of z are determined by linear
interpolation rather than by a more accurate representation of the distributions,
15
considerable error may be introduced unless each histogram for x and y has many
2intervals. In spite of these disadvantages, the histogram approach provides
a procedure for determining the random functions and the inaccuracies can be
reduced by increasing the number of points considered.
To illustrate the procedure used, consider the random variables x and y
and their sum z = x+y. Let x and y have the probability distribution
P (1 = x - 5) _ .4
P (5 i x<9) -.6
P ( 1 y < 3) _ .4
P (3 s y 6)	 .6
Then the probability that z will lie in a certain range interval is equal •:o
the combined probability that a point represented by a pair x, y lies in the
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Figure 3.
A Typical Arithmetic Operation
Using the Interval Concept
6	 9
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Note that the z lines are drawn through the intersections of the x and y lines
since these intersections represent abrupt changes in the probability levels.
The probabilities that the point for x and y lie in each region is given in
parentheses. The resulting probabilities for the z intervals are
P(2=z44) -.04
P (4e z=6) -.12
P(6	 z < 7) -.095
P(7sz=8) -.115
P (8 S z < 10) - .26
P(10aze11)-.13
P(11sz-12)_.105
P (12 s z-- 1 5) - .135
These probabilities are exact if it is assumed that the imput probabilities
are exact. However, it is easily seen that the distribution over each interval
is not linear and that a histogram representation is not exact. Also, the number
of points must be reduced or, after it few such computations, it will b ., ,•ome pro-
hibitively high.
To keep the number of points within reason, the program calculates as
many z values as the maximum of the number of x or y values. These z values
are chosen at the intersections most likely to represent the most abrupt changes
in probability level. In particular, the range limits are always retained. In
the above example, the z values kept would be 2 9 89 15 and the resulting histo-









A Typical Result from Combining Two Histograms
•	 The procedure for selecting z values is to choose the z range limits ( 2 and 15)
then to choose the x 9y intersections diagonally in from these curves. If the
number of x points and y points is not the same, the intersections are chosen 	
i
along a central line as shown in Figure 5•
If there is no central line, then a half-
way point is chosen as shown. However, this can
result in histograms with narrow intervals and low
probabilities so that it is worthwhile to input
histograms with the same number of points.
Figmee 5•
Chocsing Intersections for z Values
The probability contribution of each x,y region to each z range is assumed to
be proportional to the parts of the z range in the region. Thus the contribu-
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Figure 6.
Contributions by Proportion for Addition
The z probabilities are then
P (2 z<8)=.137 +.16+.08=.377
P (8 z < 15) _ .103 + .36 + .16 = .623
which ib reasonal ly
 close to the distribution determined by summing over z
ranges where z values are computed for each intersection. However, linear
interpolation can lead to a greater error in the case of other operations.
For example, consider the function z = x • y where x and y are defined as
above. The range diagram with the proportional probability distributions
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Contributions by Proportion for Multiplication
These contributions (e.g., .107 to the range 1 ' z <15 and .133 to the range
15 = z t 54 for the upper left hand region) represent the linear proportions.
However, the contributions should be proportional to the areas in each range
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Contribut i ons by Area for Multiplication
i
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The linear approximation and accurate values for the a probability area
Linear	 Accurate
P ( 2	z <15)	 0376	 .472
P (15 z <54)	 .624	 .529
Three point histograms can be expected to introduce considerable error and
the importance of using histograms with more points is easily seen.
An additional source of error is division by zero and it is imperative
that histograms used as divisors not have ranges that include zero. These histo-
grams however, represent quantities that logically, should never be zero so that
careful selection of input quantities will avoid this problem.
The functions z - x+y, z - x • y, and z - xly where x and y are independent
random variables are computed by procedures similar to that described above,
differing only in the equations used for determining the z values at the x,y
intersections The functions z - x - y and z - max (x,y) (i.e., z is equal to
the maximum of any pair of values x and y), however, require a different approach.
The function z - x - y, as used in this program, always involves dependent
rather than independent variables, i.e., the distribution sought is not simply
the distribution of the difference between independent random variables but is
instead the distribution of a quantity z which, when added to y (which has some
known distribution) will give the value x with a given distribut-i on. To take an
extreme example, st.ppose x and y have identioal ranges and probability distribu-
tions. If x and y are assumed to be independent, z could take on values ranging
from min - y^ to 
xmeac - 
ynin. However, adding such a quantity z to y will not
produce x. Instead, the random variable sought is equal to 0 with probability 1
.Alu a adding this distribution to y will produce x.










Note the resemblence to the dia,6Tam for x = z + y. But x and y are the
variables with the known distributions. Supposes
P(3= x1. 5)=.2
P(5 = x <7) a .6
P(7 c x<9) - .2
P(1 c y 42) - .2
P(2 = y <3) - .6
P(3 = y <4) - . 2
The problem is to find ranges of z and calculate the probabilities. The ranges
are not difficult and are seen to have the values
23
zl xl - y1 =2
z2 a x2 - y2 = 3
z3 a x3 y3 .4
z4
=x4 -y4 =5
For the case where x and y have different numbers of values, an adjustment
is made similar to that in determining x = z + y. Also, it should be noted, z
need not have as many values as x or y. For example, consider the case








The Increment Which Leaves
A Distribution Unchanged
Obviously, the intersections are along the single line z - 0. It is also
possible that no acceptable distribution for z (intervals between monotonic
increasing values of z having positive probabilities which sum to unity for the
entire z - range) will fit the requirements of being the increment which pro-
duces the x distribution from the y distribution (x - y + z). in such cases,
the values of z and the probabilities must be ad,;usted to obtain that acceptable
distribution moA likely to be the increment sought.
The prooablities are then determined by forming a set of simultaneous
equations. For the example cited, this would be:
(. 2 +'2)Pl +'2 P2	=.2
C'2 +.2)Pl +2 +.6+'2)P2+ `. 2 +'2) P3 	 =.6
.2
7 	
+ ( . 2 + 21 P3 	.2
The solution is seen to be
P1 =P(2`z<3) =1/3
P2 = P(3 ` z --4)	 1/3
P3 =P(4 = z-5)	 1/3
If.z shou)l have fewer values than x or y, the set of equations is redundant and
an adjustment is necessary to obtain the most reasonable distribution for z.
The function z = max (x,y) is used to find the start time probability
distribution for a task or subtask that depends on the finish times of two pre-
requisite tasks or subtasks, i.e., the probability distribution for z is to be
the probability that both prerequisites have been completed. For any pair of
values x and y the cumulative probability for z - max(x, y)is the product
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Pz ( z ) - P  (z) . P  (z)
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where Pz (z) is the probability that both prerequisites will have been completed
by time z, Px(z) is the probability tLat prerF;quisite x will have been completed
by time z and Y(z) is the probability that prerequisite y will have been com-
pleted by time z. The procedure is to I-ransform the x and y histograms into
cumulative distributions (they wili consist of straight line segments). Then
the combined probability is found at each point z. Those points with z less than
the highest value of z for which P z (z) = 0 and those points with z greater than the
lowest value of z for which P(z) = 1 are dropped. If the remaining number of values
is greater than the maximum of the numbers of x points and y points, additional z
values are dropped, the dropped values being chosen as the least significant to
the resulting distribution. This is shown in Figure 11. In this example, since
the x and y distributions have 5 points, only the five circled points of the z
distribution are retained.
Three arrays are used in the program to store the distribution data, NX, DR,
and XR. For histogram I, NX(I) is the number of points for the histogram, DR(I,J)
is the probability that x lie in the range XR(I,J-1) to XR(I,J). Since there is
one less probability value than the number of points, DR(I,1) is used as a co-
efficient to store the surface area or a mean value, depending on whether the
histogram represents a biota distribution or a time or concentration.
In operation,Subroutine HCS has the arguments IA, IB, IC, K. IA and IB
are the indices for the x and y distributions, IC is the index for the resulting
z distribution. K indicates the operation:
K - 1, z - x+y
2, z - x-y
39 z = x-Y
4, s . x/Y
5, z - max (x,Y)
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1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11	 12
A gore 1L Determining z - max (x,y)
For example, calling Subroutine HCS (2,3 9 4,1) will add distributions 2 and 3
and store the sum as distribution 4.
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V. rdCROBIAL BURDII N MODIFIMMON MODELS
The microbial burden on each surface is assumed to change by four mech-
anisms, environwental and operational fallout, contact, and decontamination.
Uf these, operational fallout, contact, and decontamination are computed at the
operational level. environmental fallout is due to the environment that is pre-
sent when personnel, tools, and other such sources of fallout or contact contam-
ination are absent. The theory underlying these models is explained in Volume I
of this final I-ieyort and is not repeated i.ere. The equations are:
:anviroruner,tal Fallout:
B ' = B e-t/v + A v R(1 - E t/v)
where R = f  ge
Uperational Fallout:
B' =Bet/v +AvR(1-et/v)
wnere H - f  g(c + 4 a A d)
Contact:
B' = 




where B is the prior burden and B' the new burden. The histogram with index
IB • IAB(I,J), where I is the part number and J the surface, describes the
distribution of B prior to the change and the distribution of B I afterward.
e is the n =atural logarithm base.
Utner equation quantities ana their relations to program quantities are
a3 fot.:ows:
28
a - DA(1B,1) 1. 1 t::-• surface area in square feet.
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t is the time interval involved, either the time since the last
update for environmental fallout or ttie operation interval
for operational fallout. The first of these is determined
as a single quantity (mean time) by the pro67am from the
current time and time of last update for the part (,^^T(N)
while t:2e second is a distribution that depends on the
operation time distribution IUT(N) of the operation N and
the modifier AnT specified on the SUBTASK DiERA`P1UN CARD.
v - IET(IE) • (AET(IE) ' AES(J1/DR(IET 9 1)) is the "average
lifetime" of the organisms in hours. IET(IE) is the
lifetime distribution index for an organisms in environ-
ment IE t AET(IE) is the mean lifetime, AES(J) is the mean
value of histogram IET. All three letter quantities with E
as the central letter are specified with environmental. in-
puts, i.e., on & or E(^,cards (see Section VI). Since
IET is the index of a histogram, the multiplication indi-
cated by ° is not of the index but of the histogram indi-
cated (see Section IV). It should also be noted that for
each specified histogram index $ the histogram values for
that histogram must be giver, on D61 type cards. The environ-
ment IE for environmental fallout is kept ir_ the IAB(I,J)
array (see card type PV,, Section VI) for each part It
Ii; - IAB(195)
while the environment for operational fallout is specified
at the task or operational Aevelp
lE -,' if IKEA 0
= ITE if IKE - 0
where IkE is given cn card type K0 9 ITE on a CC type card. 	 ,
f  = ;,EF(IE,J) if the fallout velocity in feet per hour is an input on an
EQ card.
g = IG °(AAG(h)/DR(IG 9 1)) is the surface retention distribution for
fallout. IG = IAB(b,6) is the retention curve index for part N where
IAB(N,J) is given on the A card.
c = IEC IE °( ) (A.EC(IE)/DR(IEC,1)) is the airborne concentration distribution
for environment IE. AEC is the concentration modifier. Both quantities
are specified on the rl^, card.
Q = IOQ(10) ° (AKVDR(IOQ,1)) i3 the personnel "dirtiness" aistribution
where I014(I0) is the dirtiness curve index given on card 0(,, AKQ is
the dirtiness modifier 3iven on card KO.
- AED(IE), the distance coefficient for operational fallout, is a function
of the environment and is given on a & card.
d - APD is the effective distance of the contaminating personnel from the
affected part. APD is given on a PE card.
a = APA(J) is the area of contact for contact contamination.
APA(J) is the given on a PE card.
sl IG ° (AAS(IP)/DR(IG,1)) is the surface retention distribution. IG,
the retention distribution, as IAB(IP,6) and AAS(IP), the retention
modifier for contact, are given on the PQ card.
s2 = LS ° (Ai1S/DR(LS,1)) is the tool retention distribution.
LS and APS are both given on the PE card.
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b  = IOC IO °( )	 (APC/DR(IC,1)) is the contamination density distribution
on the tool. IOC(I0) for operation IO is given on card 0(,, APC is given
on card PE.
k^	 LK° (AR(J)/DR(LK,1)) is the kill distribution, i.e., the fraction
of orb nisms removed by the decontamination operation. LK and AR(J)
are given on the PE card for decontamination.
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VI. INPUT DkTA
Table J. lists all types of input data cards and shows their arrangement.
Alternate branches are indicated by the flow lines on the left with the index
values that cause the program to take that branch. The brackets on the right
indicate cards or groups of cards that are repeated until a blank card occurs.
Certain control cards do not call for data and are followed by another control
card. These are control cards with KK=4 (calling for a printout of a Burden
Difference), KK=5, IK=1 (calling for a zone printout without zor^ definitions),
or KK=b (for restarting the program at some specified stage and task for which
prerequisite data has previously been stored on the special record tape).
The data contained on each card, their format, and their significance
or use in the program are described next. A short listing follows the Data
Check Program in Listing 1. It should be noted that all integer constants
must be next to the right hand side of their field (right adjusted).
CC	 CONTROL CARD
KK, IK, Il, I2, 13, I4, 15, 16
FORMAT (815)
A CONTFOL CARD is used as the first card of the input data deck,
after the input data for a Task to prescribe the next etep, and
after the CONTROL CARDS mentioned above that are not associated with
a data set. The significance of the data is as follows:
KK=O causes the program to terminate without reading any
additional data.
KY.=1 indicates that a RUN is to be initiated and calls for RUN,




RD RUN DESCRIPTION CARD





























ZD ZONE DESCRIPTION CARD
ZC ZONE COMPOSITION CARD
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a=3 indicates that a TASK is to be initiated and calls for
a TASK DESCRIPTIUN C.&RD and TtiSK data inputs.
For 41k=1, 2, 3, IK determines the point at which TASK inputs
start. These inputs and the values of IK for which they are
read are:
IK=1	 ZNVIRuWir;NTS (tkl and all subsequent data)
IK-2
	
OPERt "iiUNS (OD and all subsequent data)
IK=3 	RahTS (FD and all subseque t data)
IK-4	 DIS'RLbUTIUNS (DD and all subsequent data)
IK=5 	SUBTASKS (SD and all subsequent data)
I1, I2, 13, 14, 15, and 16 are used as fo'lows:
IF ill 0, NF,-Il (number of environments
IF 12-.PO, NU=12 (number of operations)
IF 13;P-0 9 NP=13 (number of parts)
IF 1470, ND=14 (number of distributions)
IF 15-70, NS=15 (number of subtasks)
IF 167 0, iTE=16 (specified tasK environment)
Resettin6 these values may help to determine whether the
numbers NE, NU, NP, ND, or NS are increased during some
portion of a run. ;eneraliy these values will be left
blank except for 16 which must be specified if any fallout
is to be determined. However, it need only be specified on
the first input card and whenever it is to be changed.
KK=4 calls for determining and printing the Burden Difference, i.ee,
the difference between the total mi::robial burden at the finish
of Stage 11, Task 12, which is saved as special distribution
13 and the burden at the finish of Stage 14, Task 15, which
is saved as special distribution I6. The stage and task
numbers are used only in the print-out. The distribution
indices 13 and 16 identify the distributions whose difference
is to be found and must have the same values as L4 specified
on the appropriate TASK DESCRIPTION CARDS. For example, suppose
in Stage 1 we have the TASK jESCRIPTION CAhD
2 ALPHAMERIC DESCRIPTION OF TASK 2 0 0 0 11
and in Stage 4 we have the TASK DESCRIPTION CARD
62 ALPHAMERIC DESCRIPTION OF TASK 62	 0 0 0 12
A subsequent CONTROL CARD calling for the Burden Difference
would be
4	 1 2 11 4 62 12
This Burden Difference is the increment which, added to
distribution 11 9 yields distribution 12 where 11 and 12 are the
indices where the total burden at the end of these tasks are
stored.
A CUNTROL CARD with KK-4 is followed by another CONTROL CARD
KK-5 calls for the printing of areas and microbial burdens by zones.
IK.O indicates that the zones are to be defined by
a deck of ZONE DEFINITION CARDS.
IK=1 indicates that the zones are the same as parts and
that no ZONE DEFINITION CARDS are necessary. This
card is to be followed by another CONTROL CARD.
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KK-6 calls for a restart following Stage I1 0 Task 12. It is
assumed that computations for this and all previous stages
have been successfully performed and the data recorded on
the permanent record tape. This card is to be followed by
the CONTROL CARD initiating the next Stage or Task and all
succeeding data cards in their normal order.
RD RUN DESCRIPTION CARD
KR, RUN
FORMAT (15 9 1X9 7A6)
A RUN DESCRIPTION CARD is the first card to follow the
CONTROL CARD initiating a Run. KR is the Run Number and RUN is a
42 alphameric character description of the run. There is no limit
to the allowed number of runs.
SD STAGE DESCRIPTION CARD
KS, STG
FORMAT (15, 1X 9 7A6)
A STAGE DESCRIPTION CARD follows a RUN DESCRIPTION CARD or
a CONTROL CARD initiating a Stage. KS, which must be in the range
1 to 20 is the Stage Number and STG is a 42 alphameric character
description of the Stage.
TD TASK DESCRIPTION CARD
KT, TSK, L1 0 12 9 L3, L4
FORMAT(15 9 1X9 7A6, 2X, 415)
A TASK D SCRIPTION CARD follows a STAGE DESCRIPTION CARD or
a CONTROL CARD initiating a task. KT, which must be in the range
1 to 100, is the Task Number and TSK a 42 alphameric character des-
cription of the task. L1 and L2 indicate the finish time distri-
butions of prerequisite t-isks whic h are to determine the start time
36
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•	 of t ,--is task. If only one prerequisite U) is specified, the new start
time is set equal to the distributlor_ for Ll. If no prerequisite is spec-
fied, the st ,^jrt time is set equal to zero. L3 is the index of the finish
time distribution if this task is to be prerequisite for any later task.
L4 1 if specified, performs two tasks. First, it causes all burden distri-
but !_ons to be written by part and surface in the task summary. Second, it
causes the total microbial burden at the end of the task to be stored as
distribr.'ion L4 and to be available for later computation of a Burden
Difference. IK on the preceding CONTROL CARD indicates the card type to
follow.




The EYVIROn=TAL SURFACE LI.FETII,"E MODIFIERS appear on the
•	 first card of the Environments Inputs. AES(J) is the factor which
modifies the quantity v for Surface J (See Section V.)
ED ENVIRONMENTAL DESCRIPTION CARD
N, DSC
FORMAT (15 9 1X, 4A6)
Each of the (up to 10) environments requires two input cards.
The first of these is the .Ea'dVIR0.NMENT DESCRIPTION CARD which gives
the index N and the 24 alphameric character description DSC. The
last such description card is to be blank to indicate that all
environment inputs have beer.. read. All but the last bank ENVIRON-
MENT DESCRIPTION CARD are to be followed by an ENVIRONMENT QUANTITIES
CARD.
EQ ENVIRONYMT Q)VANTITIES CARD
IEC(N), IET(N), AEC(N), AET(N), AED(N), AEF(ti,l), AEF(N,2),
AEF(N,3), AEF(h,4)
FORMAT ( 215, 7E10-3)
In order to reduce the number of required histograms, a given
histogram is used primarily to define the shape of the distribution
arid can have a different meats value prescribed for each application.
For each application, theft, a histogram and a mean value are prescribed,
e.g., IEC(N), AEC(N).
IEC(N), AEC(N) describe the microbial concentration associated with
environment N. IEC is a distribution index and AEC is the mean
of the distribution for this application.
IET(N), AET(N) describe the reference environmental fallout lifetime
distribution.
AED(N) is the distance coefficient (see ttie description of the Operational
Fallaut Model).
AEF(N) is the velocity at which oranisms settle.
OD OPERATION DEjCRIPTIUN CARD
N, DSC
Fk)1i A`r (1), 1X, 4A6)
Each of the (up to 2U) cataloged operation.3 requires two input
cards. The first of these is the OPERATIUN DESCRIPTIUN CARD which
gives the index N and the 24 alphameric character description DSC.
The last of these cards is to be blank to indicate that all opera-
tions inputs have been read. All but the last blank card are to be




OQ:	 OPERATION QUANTITIES CARD
IOT(N), FOQ(N), IOC(N)
FORMAT (315)
IOT(N) is the index for the distribution describing the time required
to perform operation N. Modification of this time is made when
the operation is used under a subtask.
IOQ(N) is the biota concentration distribution associated with the
source of contamination, personnel, etc) when this operation
is used (see the description of the Operational Fallout Model,
Section V). This distribution can be modified for each parti-
cular situation in which the operation is performed.
IOC(N) is the biota concentration on hands, tools, clothing, etc.,
for the case of contamination by contact.
PD:	 PART DESCRIPTION CARD
N, DSC
FO%MAT (15, IX, 6A6)
Each of the (up to 120) initial parts requires two input cards.
The first is the PART DESCRIPTION CARD giving the part number N and
the 36 alphameric character description DSC. The last 12 charactere
(in columns 31 through 42) are retained as a permanent serial de-
scription of the part. The last of these cards is to be blank to
indicate that there are no more parts inputs. All but the blank
card are followed by a PART QUANTITIES CARD.
PQ:	 PART QUANTITIES CARD
IAB(I,1), IAB(F,2), IAB(I,3), IAB(I,4), IAB(J,5) IAB(I,6)9
AAs(N), AAS(N)
FORMAT (615,2£10.3)
IAB(1) is the index of the distribution of microbial burden on
the top surface of the part. The area of this and the other
surfaces is given in the coefficient associated with the distri-
bution (see the ^xplanation for D^j below).
IAB(2) is the index of the distribution for area and burden of all
other exterior surfaces.
IABO) is the index of the distribution for area and burden cf the
mated surface.
IAB(4) is the index of the distribution f-r area and bur , .en of the
occluded surface.
IAB(5) is t.`ie environment of the part used in determining microbial
accretion.
IAB(6) is the part retention distribution index.
AAG	 is the surface retention factor for fallout contamination.
AAS	 is the mean surface retention factor for contact contamination.
DDt DIVIRIBUTIUN DESCRIPTION CARD
N, DSC, L, M	 J^
FURNAT (15 9 1X, 4A6 9 215)
Arrays are defined for storing up 551 histograms, each with a
maximum of 11 absissa values and their associated probabilities. However,
the last 51 of these are reserved for special uses and only 5UO
places are available for General use. Since the program automatically
indexes new histograms that it must store, only a fraction of these 500
should be specified at input pia	 The Dl TttIBMUIv Dz;oCRli'TIUiv CARD
gives the distribution nwibir N and 24 alphameric character description
DSC. The last of ;,these cards is to be blanc to indicate that tnere are
no more distributions inputs.
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The index L indicates whether the range values and associated
probabilities are to be read directly from the DISTRIBUTION QUANTITIES
CARDS or calculated from the range minimum, mode and maximum values.
M is the number of values (to be in the range 1 to 11).
DQs DIS`RIBUTION ^4UANTITILS CARDS
For L - is DR (N,J), J-11M
XR(N,J ) # J-1,M
For L - 2s DR (N91)9Xl,X29X3
FORMAT (BE10.3)
For L - 1, there are two sets of data DR(N,J) and XR(N,J). DR(Nol)
is equal to the area for distributions describing the microbial burden on
particular surfaces. For other distributions it is left blank and the
•	 program automatically supplies the mean of the distribution. DR(2) to
DR(M) are the probabilities associated with the intervals XR(1) to XR(2)
to XR ( 3) 9 ..., XR(M-1) to XR(M). If M is larger than 8, twn yards are
reuired for each set of array values.
For L - 2 9
 DR(1) nas the same significance as for L
-1. The range
intervals of the distribution and this
 associate probabilities are deter-
mined by the program to describe, with a 5 value histogram, a triangular
distribution with the range X1 to X3 and mode ( probability peak'.) at X2.
The program automatically generates and indexes (index - KO) a zero
value nistogram.
KDs S'UKASK DESCRIPTION CARD
No DSC, Nly N2




The input data for each of the (up to 20 subtasks per task) is
headed with a SUBTASK DESCRIYTIUN CahD that gives the subtasks number
N, the 24 alphameric character description DSC, and the indices of two
prerequisite subtasks, N1 and N2. If NI and N2 are blank, the subtask
start time is taken to be the same as the task start time. If there is
only one prerequisite subtask, it is to be indicated by N1 since, if N1
is blank, Ni is not checked. both subtasks are, of course, to have been
previously considered by the proLXam and to have had their finish times
computed.
KCc SUBTAiK CHANGE CARD
K, IR(1) 9
 IR(2 )t IR(3)t iR(4)t IR(5)9 AR( l ), AR( 2 )t ARW
FOMAT (615, 3E10.3)
The SUBTASK CH&NGE CARD is used to define any changes in area,
environment, or retention factor values for a part.
Assembly or disassembly may cause the creation of new parts of
surfaces, removing area from one change in the type of surfaces as
when a certain amount of exterior area is covered and becomes an
occluded or mated surface. The amount of area AR(1) is subtracted
frCU part IR(3) 9 surface IR(4), and added to part IR(1), surface IR(2).
If IR(5) is a positive integer, it is the new environment index
assigned to part IR(1).
If AR(2) is a non-zero number, it is the new retention factor for
fallout for part IR(1).
If ARM is a non--sero number, it is the new retention factor
for contac;t




K is the cnangse index and is to be a positive integer except
where it is to indicate there are not more changes and is given the
value 0 or is left blank. The particular positive value assigned
to k is arbitrary and can be used to designate certain types of
ccianees or changes of a temporary nz:ture for which some special
index is useful in checking wnetAer the reverse changes have been
made.
KUt A1h2"j!L UP:.t,.2iw C d D
IU, Ac; ATO iKVj
Fund' '.11 ( 21 5, 2z;10.3)
s.cn suctasx consists of an arbitrary number of operations.
These operations are partially described in the catalo of operations
(see inputs UD and Ot described above] but have additional parameters
whicn describe the resulting microbial burden changes for each particu-
lar performance of the operation. In addition, further parameters that
depend on the part are specified on the Ptii;T Ek-?&C-2 C.iz.D to be described
next.	 1r
IO is the operation index and indicates the particular operation
involved. If I0 is zero or blank; there are no more operations
and the pro6Tam is to proceed to a consideration of the next
subtask. If 10 is negativep a decontamination is indicated for
which the input quantities nave a different significance.
Por decontamination (I040)t
IKE is not si,-nni.ficant and can be left blank.
AT is the operation time.
ON1
For other operations (IO ,> 0):
RE is the operation environment unless it is left
blank in which case the operation environment is
the same as for the previous operation. If IKE
is :,lank for ail operations in a subtaskq the
operation environments are all the same as the
environment ITE given in card CC.
AKT is the operation time modifier and is multiplied
by the distribution IOT(IO) (see card OQ) to de-
termine the operation time.
AKQ is tae modifier for themicrobial concentration
associated with the source of contamination and
is multiplied by the distribution I04(I0) (see
card Oil) for tha concentration. distribution.
PE: PART EFFECT CARD
IP, IS O APD, APC, APS, A1?A(1), APA(2) or IP9 Ut -AR(1), AR(2) 9 ARN O
AR(4)
FORMAT (215 9 5E10.3)
Each part whose microbial burdens are affected by an operation_
is specified along with appropriate effect quantities by a PART EFFECT
CARD.
IP is the index of the part affected. If IP is blank or zero,
it indicates that all affected parts have been considered and
the program is to proceed to a consideration of the next operation.
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LS is the tool retention distribution for contact.
APD is the distance of part IP from the source of contamination
(see bection IV for the effect of APD on fallout)'.
APC is the tool microbial concentration modifier which is
multiplied by IOC(IU) (see card OQ) to determine the
microbial concentration of the contamination tool (or
other object) for determining microbial buildup by
contact (see Section IV).
APS is the retention factor for the tool in determining
contamination by contact. Al and APS are specified with
the FAIT AFFECT inputs to allow modifying the quantities
given with the operation IO in this particular application.
APA(1) is the contact area for the top surface, APA(2) the contact
area for other exterior surfaces (see Section IV.). It is
assumed that occluded and mated surfaces are not contacted.
The second set of .quantities is for use in describing
decontamination efforts following a 6UBTASh OiE,-,a"2' ON' ChRD
for which IU is negative.
LK is the kill distribution index and descrives the distribution
of the fraction o:' organisms removed by a decontardnation
operation.
AR(J) is the modifier of the kill distribution for surface J.
Us ZONe; W,, 6CRIPTIUAi CARD
IG, DSC
FQkd- hT(I5, 1h, 4A6)
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Definition of each thermal zone in terms of the fractions of
surfaces that comprise it requires a ZONE D.:Fi1iiTIUN Cat+D for the
zone and one ZONE COMPOSITION CARD for each part involved. The zone is
described in terms of a number, IZ, and a 24 alphameric character
description DSC. If IZ is blank or zero it indicates that all zones
have been defined and that the program is to proceed to the
next CUNTRUL CARD.
ZC: ZONE COMPOSITION CARD
IP, FP(l), FP(2), FPW # FP(4)
FORMAT (15, 5X, 4F10.7)
A separate ZONE CuigFUSITiUX CARD is used for each part
IP that is wholly or partially included in zone IZ. The quantities
FP(J) indicate the decimal fractions of surface J (top, exterior,




Typical program outputs are given in Listing 5 at the end of this report.
It should be noted that a heading identifying the Run, Stage, and Task appears
at the start of each set of Task inputs (iMvironments, Operations, Parts, and
Distributions), each Subtask, and the Task Summary concluding each Task. Each
Stage ends with a Stage Summary that has a heading tnat identifies the Run and
Stage.
Surdeu Dilference and Zonal Burden printouts must be specially called
for by appropriate control cards. The Burden Difference heading identifies
the Run and the two sets of Stage and Task between which the burden buildup
is to be determined and printed. The Zonal Burden heading identifies the
Run and Stage and the Task given is the Task that precedes the Zonal Burden
deteriaination.
Listings 5-a through 5-d simply list data that has been read as inputs.
Table 5-e shows the results of Subtask and Operation level computations. It
should be noted that preprequisites are not required and are not printed when
not specified. Similarly, only the r'nvironment/Area/Retention Factor changes
s_ecified are printed. There is no limit to the number of Operations in a
:iubtask or the number of Parts affected by an Operation.
Burden buildup by environmental fallout is not printed nor is the associa-
ted environment, but this buildup is always considered before considering the
buildup by - operationt-1 fallout or contact. The Environment index given for each
operation is the operational environment. The start and finish time distribu-
tions are written on the record talie but oniy the mean time is printed in this
output.
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Under Parts affected by Operation, the Part, Surface, and the distribution
index are given along with the Source of contamination (Fallout or Contact) and
the Burden on that surface following this particular instance of contamination.
Listing 5-f gives a typical Task Summary. The start and finish time
distributions are given as well as the mean times. The Areas and Burdens are
given for all parts that have been involved in any Operations or had IU(I)
input as some positive value. Composite distributions along with mean and
variance are given for the sums of Top Surfaces, Exterior Surfaces, Mated
Surfaces, and Occluded Surfaces, and finally for the sum-,of all Surfaces. If
L4 on the control card preceding the task is assigned some integer in the range
1 A L4 s 20, the Task Summary will include the burden distribution on each sur-
face of each part for which there is a prescribed area and which has been
•	 affected by any operation.
Listing 5-g gives a typical Stage Summary which is simply a convenient
statement of the mean and variance of the distribution for Total Microbial
Burden at the end of each Task of the Stage.
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VIII. JOB CONTROL AND DECK ARRANGEMENT
A detailed description of job control cards and system options is given
i
in two JPL reports
	 This section describes a working arrangement of job
control cards and program decks.
The job control cards are located at the start of Listings 1, 2 9 5, and
6 (at the end of the report). These cards and the information furnished are
described as follows:
$JOB, used at the beginning of each job
Columns
	 Contents
1 - 4	 $JOB










c order number (format: XXXXX-X)
26	 comma
27 - 31	 5-digit requestor number
32	 Comm
33	 Destination code
34 - 35	 blank
36	 System (I for IBJOB)
*The JPL Direct-Couple Operating System User's Reference Guide, JPL Report
EPD-476, March 6, 1967; The FORTRAN IV User's Guide to the IBM 7090/94 IBJOB






37	 Time usgs (C for code check, P for production)
38 - 39	 blank
g	 40	 Estimates of running time in minutes and output in
lines, separated by a comma but no blanks





8 -	 Unit (UT5)
16 -	 Tape number
WSIGN, used to assign the unit setup by the $SETUP card and any other
units normally left unassigned by the DC-IBSYS.
Columns	 Contents










16 -	 Lower limit, upper limit, format code separated by
commas, no blanks.





16 - Options (GO, LOGIC, MAP, SOURCE)
SIBFTC,	 used immediately before a source deck.
Columns Con„ tents
- 6 YIBFTC
8 - 13 Deck name (6 or fewer alphameric characters)
16 Options (FULIST, REF, M94, W, DD, DECK)
;IBLDR,	 used immediately before a binary deck.
Columns Contents
r
1 - 6 iIBLDR
8 - 13 Deck name (6 or fewer alphameric characters)
;DATA, used between the package of program decks and the data deck.
Columns	 Contents
1 - 6	 SDATP
EOF,	 the last card of the job
Columns	 Contents
1	 1, 7, 8 multipunched
2 - 4	 EN
There are 4 typrs of jobs associated with.the Microbial Burden Prediction
Model. They are
•	 1. fte Data M*ok Program (Table 293).
2. The Burden Prediotion Program (Table 495).
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3. The Data Recovery Program (Table 697)•
4. The Special Write Program (Table 899).
Tables 2, 4 0 6, and 8 show the arrangeruent of control oarde, source decks,
and, for the Data Check Program, data. Whenever the source programs are used
and compiled, binary decks are generated which should be used in subsequent
runs to speed the pro Tam. The arrangemen'.s for control cards, binary deck$,
and data are shown in Tables 3, 5, 7 9 and 9. Whenever a progTam consists of
more than one deck, source and binary decks can be mixed providing all sub-
programs are included and that each source deck is preceded by the proper
$IBFTC card and each binary deck by the proper SIBLDR card.
The Data ;heck Program (Tables 2 9 3 and Listing 1) is desi bned to read the
input data from cards, write the data on tape 9 and in the output listing, and
perform certain checks on the data such as determining that the data cards are
in order, that all indices are within the required ranges, that prerequisite
distributions and quantities have been defined, etc.
TABLE 2. THE MICROBIAL BURDEN DATA CHiM PROGRAM, SOURCE DECKS
:JOB
	 j




	 G0, LOGIC, MAP,SOURCE
$IBFTC MBDC1 FULIST,REF9M94,XR79DD,DECK
(Deck MBDC1, Data Qxok Main Program)
$IBFTC MBDC2 FULIST, REF, M94 0 XR79 DD, DECK




s Indicates 1,70 multipunched
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TABl. - . THE MICROBIAL BURDEN DATA C"CK PROGRAM, BINARY DECKS
$JOB













1 9 7,8, multipunch6d
If there are no data errors, the Data Check Program writes a message to
that effect and the data tape sNecified in the $SETUP card is ready to be used
witn either the microbial Burden Prediction 'Program or the Special Write Program,
The Microbial Burden Prediction Program (Tables 4 9 5 and Listing 2) reads
inputs from the previously recorded tape (tape 9) and writes outputs on a
second tape (tape 11) as well 3 in regular listing form.
'1"nt^LE 4.	 THi,; 1-1ICRUBIAL SURDQ4 PREDICTIUN !-RUGP ,P: SOU RCE DECKS_ 	 IA-
ST UB
$SJ'TUP	 CKl TAPE #9
45L"PUP










(Deck 1-,BP1, Predicition grogram, Main Program)
$I BFTC
	 MBP2 FU LI ST, tRO,A'i94, YLh7 , DD, DECK
(Deck YM2, Subroutine HCS)
jIBFTC
	 IKBP3 FOLlai',13::F,1:949AR7,DD,DZCK
(Deck E&3, Subroutine HES)
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TABLE 4 ( Continued)
$IBFTC	 MBA FULIST,REF,M94,XR7,DD,DECK
(Deck MBP4, Subroutine HMS)
3IBFTC	 MBP5 FULIST,REF,M949XR7,DD,DiCK




























(Deck MBP12, Function ZF)
$DATA
$r^F
Note that a $DATA card foliows the last source deck but without
being followed by a Data Deck. The Data is read from Tape 9.
This is also true of the following programs.













































The Data Recover Program (Tables 6, 7, and Listing 3) is not a fixed
program but any modification of the basic program given in Listing 6. It
is desi tned to read tie data recorded on Tape 11 by The Microbial Burden
Prediction rro6ram. Instructions are to be added to this basic program for
computing and writing. any special outputs desired. These added instructions
must not chanb^e the order in whica data are read from Tape 11 because the
basic program is desi f;-ned to read this Oata in the same order as recorded by
the Prediction ?rogram. Any required subroutines should be added as indicated.
TABLE 6. T;:^ i ICriUBIAL BURDEN DATA RECOVERY PROGRAM. SOURCE DECK
$JUB











 Subroutine HCS, needed only if Histograms
are to be added, subtracted, etc.)
$IBFTS	 MBP6 FULIST9RiF,M949XR7,DD,DECK
(Deck MBP6 1 Subroutine HWS, needed only if Histograms




TABLE 7. THE 11ICRUBIAL BURDLi DATA RECUVERY rROGRAM, BINARY DECK
$JOB






	 GO, LOGIC, r1A1, SOMiCE
$IBLDR MBDR
(Binary Deck MDR)
(Any required subroutine decks)
$DATA
+EOF
The Special Write Program (Tables 8,9 and Listing 4) is designed to f:=ad
the input tape (Tape 9) and list those cards that describe the Run, Stage, Task,
Subtask, Operation, and Part Affected. Each card type is indented according to
its level so that the result is a convenient outline of the run.
TABLE 8. THE MICROBIAL BURDEN SP-CIAL W iii` .'. PRUGR,.,%, SOURCE DF-1
$JOB











TtibLE 9. Tri + r,ICRUBIAL BUI UE J SrECi,.L W.RM PRUGiL.Ji, BINARY DECK
$JOB
$SETUP	 CK1 TAPE bF(9)
$ASSIGN SYSCKI
SUlvITS






A special use of the Nicrobial Burden Prediction Program, that of Restart,
deserves a special description. If an input data set is to be rerun with modi-
fications that are not near the beginning of the set and if the output tape
(Tape 11) has been saved, running the program from the beginning can be avoided
by using the restart capability of the program.
To use the Restart capability, a Restart CONTRUL CARD (i.e., hK = 6, IK = 0,
I1,I2 = the last stake and task for which the data has not been changed) is put
in front of the CON''2RUL CARD initiating the first task that is changed. This
data is then recorded on Tape 9 by using the Data Check Program. This Tape 9 and
the Tape 11 with the saved output data are then used, in the standard way, with
the Burden Prediction Program which reads Tape 11 until the specified last stage
and task are finished at which time input data is read from Tape 9 and the com-
putation proceeds in the customary way. The output listing, in this case, will
commence at the Task where the data has been changed and, when the run is com-
plete, Tape 11 will hold outputs from the start of the original Run but, after
the specified restart point, wiil have outputs based on the new input data.
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SJOB GMM9S84 80 00 90 69 04-0.76563•A IC 6919000 	 GMM BOX 84	 84
SSE TUP CK i 	 4451
SAS SIGN	 SYSCKI
$UNITS





C	 MICROBIOLOGICAL BURDEN PREDICTION PROGRAM DATA CHECK PROGRAM
C	 THIS PROGRAM WRITES A DATA TAPE AS IT CHECKS THE DATA
C
C	 ERROR TYPES-
C	 1 INDEX OUT OF RANGE	 5 INDEX USED PREVIOUSLY
C	 2 PREREQUISITE MISSING 	 6 DATA OUT OF RANGE
C	 3 NECESSARY DATA MISSING	 7 REMAINING AREA NEGATIVE
C	 4 TOO MANY CARDS IN SET	 8 AFFECTED PART AREA IERO
C	 9 CONTACT AREA GT SURFACE AREA
C
C	 CARD TYPES-
C	 CC CONTROL CARD	 PO PART DESCRIPTION
C	 RD RUN DESCRIPTION	 PQ PART QUANTITIES
C	 SO STAGE DESCRIPTION	 DD DISTRIBUTION DESCRIPTION
C	 TD TASK DESCRIPTION 	 DO DISTRIBUTION QUANTITIES
C	 EM ENVIRONMENTAL MODIFIERS	 KO SUBTASK DESCRIPTION
C	 ED ENVIRONMENT DESCRIPTION	 KC SUBTASK CHANGE
C	 EQ ENVIRONMENT QUANTITIES	 KO SUBTASK OPERATION
C	 00 OPERATION DESCRIPTION 	 PE PART EFFECTS
C	 00 OPERATION QUANTITIES	 ZO ZONE DESCRIPTION
C	 ZC ZONE COMPOSITION
C
DIMENSION RUN (7 19STG(71 •TSK (719DSC1 61 SAES (419IECI 1D)9IET(10 )9
.AEC (1 0) 9A ET 11 0) •AEO (l O) 9AEF (1 0.41 9107 (20) 9I00 (201 •IOC (20) 9
.I AB (1 2096 19 AA6( 120) 9AAS 1120 19 AA T( 120) 9DR1 50 09 11 1 9 XR (SDO r111 9
K KT (2 0) 9I R( S) 9A R (4) 9A PA 12 1 e LH 12 0)
COMMON NL9CT11919KR9KS9KT9JS9J09KA(209S19KL(91
DATA (AAG(Ilel=1919)/2HCC92HR092HS092HTD92HEM92HED92HEQ9
.2 HOD 9 2H OQ 92 HP D9 2H PQ 92 HD D 9 2H DO 92 HK 0 9 2H Kt 92 HK O 9 2H PE 92 HZ D 9 2H ZC /
1 FORMAT134HIMICROBIAL BURDEN P REDICTION MODEL/12H DATA CHECK-//)
2 FORMAT(8I51 +





8 FORMAT 1 2I 59 9E 10 .3 1
9 FORMAT16I593E10.3910X91S9E10.39I59E10.31
11 FORMAT( 12H ERROR LIST-//30H	 N	 KR	 KS	 KT	 JS	 JO/)
12 FORMAT16I5)
1 3 FORMAT(/1914  NO ERRORS THIS RUN)
14 FORMAT178X917HKR	 KS	 KT	 ML /I














60 1 All (I oil= 0
00	 70	 I=1 9500




100 READ	 1592 )KK9IK 9119 12•I39I4 9IS9I6
WRI TE (6 92 )KK9 IK •I It 12 9139 I4 9I 59 I6




102 CALL ECS( It 11
60 TO 300
104 IF(KK.6T.6)60 TO 102
IF(KK.LT.6)GO TO	 108






1.08 60	 TO	 ( 10 99 10 99 10 9. 140o,150) 9K 
109 IF( IK.LE.-1 )CALL ECS( It 1)
IF( IK.GT.51 CALL
	 ECS(1 9 	 )
6 	 TO	 ( 1109 1209 130) 9KK
C
C RUN DESCRIPTION
110 READ	 (594 IKR9 (RUN(J)9J=19 t)
W RI TE (6.4 1K R9 (RUN (J 19 J=19 t1
WRITE





120 READ	 (594 1KS9 (STG(J19J=197)
WRI TF. (6 94 1KS9 (STG (J 19 J= 19 7)
WRITE
	 (9)	 KS9 (STG1J)9J=1.7)
IF(KS.LE.0)GO TO 125 \
IFIKS.LE92D)60 TO 130




130 READ (594 )KT. (TSK(JI•J=197) 9L19L29L39L4
WRITE (69 0#





00 132 I= 19 20





135 CALL ECS( 39 11
KT=1
60 TO 170







IFI 124%T. 1001 CALL ECS tl •1 Y Listing 1.	 The Microbial Burden Data Check Brogan, Main Prog
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GO TO 100
150 1FtIKeEO.1)60 TO 100
IS2 READ 15951I29 (OSCIJI9J=194)
WRITE (6951I29 IDSCIJI•J=1941
WRITE 19) Ut (OSC(J)•J:194)
I F I I 1 11 58 ► 1 00 91 60
158 CALL ECS1 19@11
16C READ I59612P9 (ARIJI •J=1 •41
VRITE(69611P• IARIJ) 9J=1941
WRITE 19) IP ► IARIJI 9J=1 941
I FI IP 1162 9152 ► 160
162 CALL ECS1 19.1 1
GO TO 160
170 1FIL1 1172 91 909174
172 CALL ECS1 49 1)
L 1: —L 1
174 IF1LI.GT.20)GO TO 182
IFILHILl1.E0.0)CALL ECS14.21
176 IF(L2 )1 78 91 90 9 1 80
178 C ALL ECS1 4. 1)
180 IF(L2.GT.20160 TO 182
IFILHIL2I.EG.0)CALL ECS(4921
60 TO 190
'182 CALL ECS( 49 1)
19 0 I F1 L3 1194 ► 1 96 9192
192 IFIL3.GT.201G0 TO 194
LHIL31=1
GO TO 196
194 CALL ECSI 49 1)
196 IFIL4.LEe-11CALL ECS(491)
IFIL4e6T.201CALL ECS14911
I F( 14 AT. 01 ND=I4
60 TO 1 21 0► 22 09 23 O9 24 09 25 01 9 I K
C
C	 ENVIRONMENTS INPUTS-
210 READ 15971( AESIJ)9J_1 941
VRI TE (697 la AES( J) 9J=1 •4 )
WRITE (9) l AES(J) 9J=1 941
00 216 I=1910
READ (595)N91 OSCIJ) 9J=1941
VRITE (695 1N91 OSC1J) ►J=1 ►41
WRITE 191 N ► 1OSC1J19J=1941
IF(N)21392209212
212 IFIN.LE.10)60 TO 214
213 CALL EC S( 69 1)
N=1 a
214 READ (598)IEC(NI9IETINI9AEC(N1•AETIN19AEO(N1 ► (AEF(N ►J)9J=194)
WRITEI6 ►81IECINI9IETINI9AEC(N19AETINI9AED(N1 ► (AEF(N9J)9J=1941
216 WRITE 19) IECINI•IET(N1•AEC (N/9AETIN19AED1N)9(AEF(N9J19J=1941
READ (5951N





220 DO 226 K=1920
,READ (595 )N*1 DSC(J) 9J=1 941
WRITE 1695 IN910SC1J1 ► .1=1 941
WRITE 19) N9l OSCIJ) 9J=1941
IFIN)22 3 ► 23 09 22 2




314 READ (Sol 110T(N19IOOINI9I0C(NJ
WRITE (699 )1 OT IN it I001 NI •IOC IN 1







230 DO 236 I= 1. 120
READ (594 1N910SCIJ) 9J=1 961
WRITE (694 1N#I0SCIJ) 9J=1 961
WRITE 191 N910SC(JI9J=196)
IFIN)2339Z409232
232 IFIN.LE.I20160 TO 234
233 CALL ECSI10911
N=1 20
234 READ (599 )1 IABI N9J) 9J=1 9619AAGI N1 9AAS(N1
WRITE (69911 IABI N9J1 9J=1 96)9AAGI N1 •AASINI
236 WRITE 191 1IABIN ► J)9J=19619AAG(N)9AAS(NI
WRITE (6*4 IN




24 0 DO 248 I= 19 SO 0
READ IS951N91 OSCIJ) 9J=19419K9M
WRITE  (6 9S )Not OS CI JI 9J=1 94 19 K9 M
WRITE 491 N91OSCIJ) 9J=19419K9M
IF4141 24 39 24 99 24 2
242 IFIN.LE400160 TO 244
243 CALL ECS 41291)
N=500
244 IFIK.LE.OICALL ECS(12911
IF1 K. GT.2 1C ALL ECS1 12 91 1
IFIK.E0.1)60 TO 245
READ I59710R(N91)9X19129X3
WRITE (6 97 IDR(N% 11 9X 19 X2 9X 3
WRITE (91 DRI No 1) 9X 19 12 9X 3
Y =. 25 -U
ORI N92)=U















WRITE 491 1 XR(N9J19J=19141
Z4a IF(NO.LT.N)NO:N
READ (S •5 IN Listing 1. The Microbial Burden Data Check Program, Main Prograz
r
I
WRITE  (6 •5 IN
WRITE (9) N
IFIN.GT.0)CALL ECS112.41
24 9 NO= NO #1




WRITE (6.5 )N•I OSCIJ) •J=1.4 l•NI •N2
WRITE 19) N@1 OSC1J1 #J=1 •4 I•NI •N2
JS=N
IFIN1253.100.252
252 IF4N.LE.20)G0 TO 254
253 CALL ECS( 14 @l 1
N=20
254 IFIKKTIN).E0.11CALL ECS(14.51
I F1 N1 )262 •2 56.2 58
256 I F 1 N2 12 62 •2 64 •2 62
258 IFIN1.6T.20160 TO 262
IF( KKTIN11.E0.0)CALL ECS(14r2)
1F1N2)26292649260
260 IF(N2.6Te201G0 TO 262
IF(KKTIN2I.E0.0)CALL ECS114.21
60 TO 264
262 CALL ECSI 14 •1 1
264 KKT(N1_1
C
C	 S(BTASK LEVEL CHANGE
270 READ 15.9 ►K9(IRIJI#J=1.Sl•IARIJIsJ=1931
WRITE (9) K•(1RfJ1•J= 1.5)•IAR1J1•J=1.31
IF(K.LE.01 GO TO 280
1FIAR(11.67.0060 TO 272
WRITE (6.9 ►K •(IR (J)• J=1.51 •1 AR lJ I*J=1* 31
IF11R(1).LE.OICALL ECS115911
60 TO 270
272 I 1= IR 11 1
12=IR (2 )
IF(I1.LE.0160 TO 276
IFI I1.GT. 120) GO TO 276
IF( 12.LE.0) GO TO 276




IFf I3.LE.01G0 TO 276
IF( 13.6T. 1201 GO TO 276
IF114.LE.0)G0 TO 276
IF( 14.6T.4)GO TO 276
I A= IA BI I3 •I 4)
IFfIA.6T.0)G0 TO 273
WRITE16991K •(IR(J)/J=1o5) •(AR(JIPJ=1.3I
CALL ECS( 1S •3 1
60 TO 270
273 IFIIB.GT.0)60 TO 274
N D= NO #1
I B=ND
IAsUIt12)=IB
OR( Is 91 1 =0.
274 DRI IA #11=OR (I At 1) —A R( 11
OR( IB@11=0R (I Be 1) OAR( II
WRITE (6.9)K •f IR (J)• J=1•Sl •IARIJ ItJ=1.3) •IAtDR(IAs ll •IB*OR/18.11




IF( DR( IAe 1) .LE.O. )1 AB (139 I4 1=0
60 TO 270
276 WRITE(699)K9(IR(J19J=19S)94AR(J19J=1.31
CALL ECS( 15 el 1
G, TO 27a
C
C	 SUBTASK C RATION
280 WRITE(699I ►4•(IRIJI*J=19S)9tARIJI9J=1e 31
READ (S98)I0 IKEeAKTeAKG
WRITE (698 II O• IKEe AKT• AKG
WRITE 191 109 IK E9 AK T• AK G
J 0= I O
I Ft 1012 64 02 96 02 88
282 CALL ECSI 1791 )
C




IFI IP )282 9280 •286
286 IFI IP.6T. i20) GO TO 282
M=NX(LK1
X _XRI LK •M )
DO 28 7 J= 1. 4









IFI IP.6T.1201 GO TO 294




IS= IA Of IP9.,'F
IFIIS.LE.OIGO TO 292
A R( J) =DR( IB •1 )
A A= AA •A RI JI
292 CONTINUE
WRITE 1698 )IP9LSeAPO 9APC SAPS 9APA (I le RPA(21 9(ARIJIeJ= 1941
1FIAA.LE.O.)CALL ECS117981
00 293 J=1e2
293 IFIAPAIJ) *ST.AR(JI)CALL ECSIIY991
29 	 WRITE(6981IP•LS9APD#APC9APS9APA(ItoAPAl21
1F1 IP 1295 @2 SO 9295
295 CALL ECS( 17911
60 TO 290
296 C ON TI NU E
READ ISeS)N













IF(  NL.LT. 20 )If=NL
VRITE (69121 lI 91KAII eJ19J=195) 9I=1 •M1
VRITE 1691 51 IKL(J) 9J=1 991
CALL EXIT











C	 ERROR COUNT SUBROUTINE
C	 LC IS THE DATA CARD TYPE* LE THE ERROR TYPE
COMMON NL*CT(191eKRoKStKT•JS*JO*KAl209519KL(91
1 FORMAT(//l2H •*+*++ERROR•I3.6H. TYPE9I3.IX9A2.6H*r»+r•//)
NL=NL +1
r RITE (6.1 1%L. LE .0 T (LC 1
IFtNL.GT.20160 TO I0
KAtNL•1)=KR
K A(NL .2 1= KS
K At NL * 3 )=KT
K At NL •4 1= JS
KAtNL•51_JO
10 KLtLE 1=KL (LE)+1
RETURN
E NO




I VOYAGER TEST CASE
i A	 VERNIER MODULE ASSEMBLY • TEST
1 I	 SUBSYSTEM POSITIONING I
16 1*
	 10. 10.
1 LAMINAR FLOW  TENT
1 4	 0.7	 1000 2.3 4.2 104
2 CLASS 100K CLEAN ROOM
1 4	 3.	 100. 046 408 1.6
3 TEST FACILITIES
1 4	 71	 100. 046 4.8 1.6
END OF ENVIRONMENTS
1 MOVE ASSEMBLY MANUALLY
1 3	 3
2 POSITION OVERHEAD CRANE
2 3
3 ATTACH CRANE HOOKS
2 3	 3
4 HOIST WITH CRANE
2 3
5 MOVE WITH CRANE
3 3
6 LOVER WITH CRANE
2 3




9 LIFT WITH MSPF
2 2	 2
10 PLACE IN HANDLING CONTANR
1 3	 2




















7 8	 0	 0	 D	 5
2 L AN DE R LEGS
9 10	 5
3 D EO RB IT STRUCTURE
11 12	 5 .4 04 Listing 1.	 The Microbial Burden Data
5 AEROSHELL STRUCTURE Check Program, Start of
13 14	 S 06 .9 Input Data
ow
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SJOB GMM•5848000906904 -0 •78563 •A IC 559300000	 GMM BOX 84
SSE TU P CK 1	 4451
S SE TU P UT S	 5740
SASSIGN	 SYSCKI
S AS SIGN	 SY SU T5
S AS SI GN	 SY SU T6
S AS SI GN	 ST SU T8
SUN ITS





C	 MICROBIAL BURDEN PREDICTION PROGRAM
C	 THIS PROGRAM READS FROM TAPE 9
COMMON/BASE/K19K2•K39K49K59KK •IK•
.KR*RUN17) •KS•STG(71 •KT•TSK( 71.DSC(61•
.NE• AES(4) .I EC (10) •IET (I O) •AEC (1 0) .AETt101 •AED(10) •AEF (10.4) •
.NO• IOT(20 1.IOQ1 20)• IOCI 201•
.NP• DAC1 120.2) •I U( 120) •IAB (12D.6 )• AAG( 120) •AAS (120)• AAT11201 .
.NDoNX(551 19DR1551+11) •XR(S51o, 11 )rKOt
.NSv KK T(20 )v IR (5 1 r AR (4) 9 APA1 2) •
.NT*JT (100 )* XMT( 100) tXVT(10D l.9Ll •L2•L3FL4tKTS# ITE
1 FORMAT18I51
2 FORMAT 1 15 .1 X • 7A 6. 2X •4 I5 )
3 FORMAT( 34HI MICROBIAL BURDEN PREDICTION MODEL/4H RUN.IS•2H9 97A6)
4 FORMAT(6H STAGE•I3.2H• 97A6/ISH STAGE SUMMARY—//
.GX927HTASK MEAN BURDEN VARIANCE/)
5 FORMAT(I10.1X.IP2E11.31
6 FORMAT(29H CUMULATIVE STATISTICS. STAGE*I3.6H• TASK9I39
.9H TO STAGE vI 3v 6Hr TASK 913//52X 94HFROM9 7X •2HT0.10X• 5HPROB./ 1
7 FORMAT143H MICROBIAL BURDEN BY ZONES (FOLLOWING STAGE9I3.6H• TASK•

















A AG (I 1=0.
•A AS (I 1 =09
AAT(11=0.
00 80 J=1.5
80 I AB (I •J1=0
REWIND 9
REMIND 11
100 READ (9) KK9IK.I1.I2•I3•I4•IS.IG
C	 KK=1 INDICATES A NEW RUN* STAGE. AND TASK
C	 KK=2 INDICATES A NEW STAGE AND TASK
C	 KK=3 INDICATES A NEW TASK
C	 KK_4 CALLS FOR A BURDEN DIFFERENCE DETERMINATION
Listing 2. The Microbial Burden Prediction Program, Main Program (MBP1)
84
e7
C	 KK=S CALLS FOR ZONE BURDEN WRITEOUT
C	 IK=O CALLS FOR ZONE DEFINITION DATA INPUTS
C	 IK=1 INDICATES ZONES CORRESPOND TO PARTS
C	 KK=6 CALLS FOR RESTART AT CONTROL CARD AFTER STAGE I19 TASK I2
I FI KK.LE. 3) WR IT EI it )K K• IK 9I l9 I2 9I 39 I4 9I 59 I6
IF(KK.NE.6)GO TO 102
CALL MBRS II 19I29I39 14 9I59I6 )
GO TO 100
102 IF(KK.EQ.3160 TO 130
IF(NT.EQ.0)GO TO 108
C
C	 WRITE STAGE SUMMARY FOR PRECEEOING STAGE
WRITE (60 )K R9 (RUN (J 19 J=19 7)
WRITE (6941KS9 (STG(J19J=19T)
DO 104 I=19NT
104 WRITE  (6 9S )JT1 I) 9XMT (I )9 XVT( I)
NT=O
108 IFIKK.LE.0)CA( 1 EXIT
60 TO 1 11 09 12 09 13 0+ 1409150) 9KK
C
C	 READ RUN NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
110 READ 19) KR9(RUN(J)9J=197)
C
C	 READ STAGE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
120 READ 19) KS9 (STG(J19J=197)
C
C	 READ TASK NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
130 READ (9) KT9(TSK(JI9J=197)•L1•L29L3•L4
C	 L 1 AND L2 ARE PREREQUISITE TIME DISTRIBUTIONS
C	 L3 IS THE FINISH TIME DISTRIBUTION IF NEEDED
C	 AS PREREQUISITE FOR ANOTHER TASK
C	 L4 IS THE INDEX FOR SAVING THE TOTAL MICROBIAL BURDEN
C	 IF NEEDED FOR USE IN DETERMINING A BURDEN DIFFERENCE
C	 AND FOR PRINTING EACH SURFACE BURDEN IN THE TASK SUMMARY
C
C	 DETERMINE TASK START TIME
K TS =0
IFILI.LE.0) GO TO 134




132 L 2=L2 .5 30
K TS =5 51
CALL HCS(L19L29KTS95)
134 I F( I1.G T. 0) NE =I 1
I FI I2.GT. 0) NO=I2
I F 1 I3.G T. 01 NP =I 3
I F 1 IM .G T. 01 ND=I 4
I Ff 15 ST. 0) NS=I 5
IFf 16.
 ST. 0) ITE=I6





C	 DETERMINE AND WRITE BURDEN DIFFERENCE
140 IFII3*I6.LE.0160 TO 100
WRITE(693 )KR9 fRUN(J)9J=1971
WRITE (696 )I 19 I29I49 15
L 1= I3 *5 30
Listing 2. The Microbial Burden Prediction Program. Main Program (MBPj
L2=I6+530






C	 DETERMINE AND WRITE ZONE BURDEN DISTRIBUTIONS
150 WRITE (493)KR•(RUN(J)•J=1.7)
WRITE(6#7 )KS.KT
IF( IK.EO. 1)GO TO 180
C
C	 USE ZONE DEFINITION INPUTS
155 READ 19) IZ9(DSC(JI.J=1*4)
IF( IZ.LE.0) GO TO 100
CALL HES( 51 Or KO )
160 READ 19) IP. (AR(J).J=1.4 1
C	 IP IS THE PART
C	 AR(J) THE FRACTION OF SURFACE J OF PART IP BELONGING TO ZONE IZ
IF( IP.LE.0) GO TO 170
00 165 J=194
IFIAR(J).EO.O.)GO TO 165








CALL HWS1 51 0)
60 TO 155
C
C	 USE PARTS AS ZONES
180 00 190 I=1.NP
IF(IU(I).E0.01GO TO 190
CALL HES( S1 0. KO )
DO 185 J= 1.4
I8= IABI I• J)
I FI I8.GT. 0) CALL HCS (S IO.I B• 51 0. 1)
185 CONTINUE
WRITE (6910)Iv0AC(Iv1)•DAC(19219OR(510,p1)





Li ting 2. The Microbial Burden p rediction Program, Main Program (MBP1)
SIBFTC MBP2	 FULIST9REF•M949XR79DO9DECK
SUBROUTINE HCSI IA 9189IC9K 1
C
C	 HISTOGRAM COMBINING SUBROUTINE
DIMENSION CA(11)9CB(11)•CR(21)vZR1211.OR(llrll)•NG1111
COMMON/BASE/K19K29K39K49K59KK9IK9
.KR9RUN4 7) 9KS9STG17) 9KT9TSK4 7) 9DSC46 )9
.NE9AES(4) 91EC (10) 9IET (10) *AEC(10) 9AET(10) 9AED(10) 9AEF(1094) 9
.NO9 IOT(20 ). IOGf 201. IOCI 20 )9
.NP90AC412092) 9IU1120) 91A8(1209619AAG( 120) 9AASI12019AAT( 120) 9
.ND9NX 1551 IsOR (551 91 1) 9XR(551911 $oKO9
.NS9 KKT(20 )9 IR (5 ) ► AR 14 )9 APA4 2) 9
.N T9JT 1100 19 XMTI 1001 9X VTI100 19 L1 9L 29L39L49KTS9ITE
NA=NX (IA)
NB=NX (IB)
A =DR(IA 91 1
8=OR( IS 91 1
X =XRI IA 91 )
Y=XR41891 )
CR( I)=ZF( A+B9K)
DR( IC91 )=CR(I I
ZR( 11 =ZF(X9 Y9 K)
1F(NA.GT.1)GO TO 50
1 F X.NE.O.)GO TO 30
I Ff IK-3 Is 1K-4 1-EG.O 160 TO 3 5
30 I F f NB .6 T. 11 GO TO 40
35 XRI IC 911=ZR(II
NXt IC 1=1
RETURN
40 N C= NO
DO 45 J=2 9NC
Y =XRI IB 9J )
C R( J) =0R4 IS 9J 1
45 ZR(J)=ZF(X9Y9K)
GO TO 60
50 IF(NB.6T.1)60 TO 90
N C= NA
DO 55 J=29NC
X =XRI IA 9J I
CR(J)=DR( IA 9J1
55 ZR1J)=ZFIX9Y9K1
60 N XI IC )=NC
IF(ZRINC).GT.ZR(I)1GO TO 70





65 X R( IC 9J )= ZR (JC)
60 TO 80
70 XRI IC911=ZR!1 )




C	 ELIMINATION OF DUPLICATE X VALUES FOR K=5
CRf 11 =0.
C Rf 2) =0.
J C=1
Listing 2. The Microbial Burden Prediction Program, Subroutine HCS (MBP2)
70
Z RI 1) =X RI IC +1 I
00 65 J=2 .NC
C RI J) =CR( J) +OR( IC •J 1
IF(XR(IC+J).1E.XRiICeJ-II)GO TO 85
JC=JC+1
C RI JC 1=CR IJ 1
ZRIJCI=XRIICsJ)
85 CRIJ+II=C R( J)
N C=JC
GO TO 300




K A= NA +1









IF(JC.GT.KC IGO TO 140
IF( JA+l.GE.KA )GO TO 124












IF( Z2.GT. Zl IGO TO 102
ZRI JC 1=Z2
GO TO 104
102 ZRI -IC I=Z1
104 Z 1=ZF (X2• Y1 •K )
Z2=ZF(X2.Y2.K)
I FI Z2.GT. 21 )60 TO 106





ZRI KCI=ZF (X 29Y29KI
I F(ZR (JC) -ZRI KC I) IO 0. 112.11 2
112 ZR(JC1=.5*(ZR WC) +ZR(KC1)









 2„ The Microbial Burden Prediction Proorair. Subroutire ?CS (MBP2)
171
ZRIJCI=ZF(XItY1•KI
ZR(KC )=ZF (X 29 Y1 •K 1
GO TO 100
12 14 X1=.5*(XR(IAt, JA)*XR(IAtKA1)
IF(JB+1.GE.KBIGO TO 128
JB=JB+1
K 8= KB -1
Y 1=XRIIBrJBI
Y2=XR(I8vKB)
IF(K.EQ.2 160 TO 130
Z1=ZF(XIt TI9KI
Z2=ZF(XItY2•K:




126 ZRI JC )=Z1
Z R( KC )=Z2
60 TO 100
128 Y1=.5*(XR(19vJB)*1R(I69K81)
Z R(JC )=ZF (X It Y1 •K 1
ZRI KC )=ZR (J C)
60 TO 100
130 ZR(JCI=ZF(XI•Y2.KI
Z R(KC I=ZF (X I• Y1 •K )
60 TO 100





DO 170 JA=2 •NA
DO 170 JB=29N8
P=DRI IA ►JA) •DRI I8vJ8)
X 1=X R (I A@ JA-1 I
X2=XR(IA*JA.I
Y 1= XR (I B. JB -1 )
Y2=XR(IBvJBI
Z1=ZFCX1.Y1.K1
Z 2=ZF (X I* T2 9K I




155 Z 1=ZF (X2. Y1.K 1
Z 2= ZF (X 2• Y2 •K 1
I F I Z2.6 T. ZI 16 O TO 156
Z6=Z1
60 TO 160
Ise Z B= ZZ
160 DO 170 JC=2•NC
I F( ZR (JC) .LE. ZA IGO TO 170
I F( ZR (JCI .6E. ZB IGO TO 166
CRI JCI=CR (JCI •PR(ZR (JC) -ZA) f(ZB-ZA)
60 TO 170
166 C RI JC 1=CR (JC) rP
170 CONTINUE
GO TO 300
171 DO 172 JA=2 •NA
172 CAI.IAI=DR(IA#JA)
DO 180 JC=29NC
Listing 2. The Microbial Burden Prediction program. Subroutine HCS (MBP2)
7?
Z 1=ZR 1 JC-1)
Z 2=ZR WV
DO 174 JA=1 •NA
174 OR( JA.JCI =D.
DO 178 J8=29NB
Y 1= XR (IS * JB -1 1
Y2=XR(I8•JB)
X A=ZF (Z 1. Vl 91 1
X S=ZF (Z 2• Y2 .1 1
DO 178 JA_Z •NA
IF(XR(IA•JAI.LE.XA)GO TO 178
IF(XR(IA•JA).GE.XB)GO TO 176











0 RX =0 .
DO 182 JC=2*NC
I F(OR IJA. JC I.LE.ORX )60 TO 182
K C= JC
NO( JA )=KC




C AI JA )=CA (JA) /QRX
n0 188 J=2•NA
IFIJ.EO.JA)GO TO 188









192 C R1 KC )=CA (JAI
CRI 11 =0.
DO 194 JA=29NC













210 IFIKA.6T.OIG0 TO 260
I,	 in¢ 2. The Microbial Burden Freliction Pro gram. Subroutine HCS (MB,72)
IF( XR41A# JAI. LT.XR118•II)GO TO 225
D8=C81JS- 1) •1 C8 (JB)-CBIJB-1 )) •( XR (I At JAI-XR (IB.JS -I))/
of XR(189JB 1-XR(I8.J8-11)
60 TO 220
215 D 6=CB (NO)
220 J C= JC • 1
C R( JC )=CA WA) •DB
Z R( JC 1= XR (I A. JA )
225 IF(JA.GE.NA160 TO 230
J A= JA • 1
C A( JA )=CA (JA- 1) •DRI IA *JA)
60 TO 205
230 IF(K8.GT.0)GO TO 280
KA=1
GO TO 205
235 J C= JC • 1




C At JA )=CA (JA-1) +OR( IA .JA 1
240 I Ff JB.GE. NO )GO TO 2 50
is= JB+1
C 81 JS 1=C8 WO-1) •DRf IB •J8)
GO TO 205
245 IFIKS.6T.01GO TO 280
KA=1
60 TO 240
250 IF1KA.GT.0)GO TO 280
K B- 1
60 TO 205
25S IFfK6eGT.0)GO TO 215
lFIXR(IB•JBI.LT.XRIIA.11)GO TO 270
0 A=CA (JA- 1) •(CA (JA) -C AI JA-1 I) •I XR (I B+JB )-XR (I APJA-1 1) /
.1 XR (I A. JA )- XR (I A v JA -1 1)
GO TO 265
260 DA=CA(NA)
265 J C= JC «1
CRf JC)=CP, (JB) •DA
ZRfJC)=XRfI8 ► J8l
270 'FiJ8.GE9N6)60 TO 275
JB=JB•1
CBS JB 1=CB (J8-1) •DRf IB •J81
60 TO 205
27S IF(KA.GT.0)GO TO 280
K 8= 1
GO TO 205
280 N C= JC
290 IF(NC.LE.NN160 TO 300
DJ= 1.
J J= 2
N C= NC -1
0 0 29 4 J= 29 NC
D S= (CRI J-1) •I CR (J+1 1-CR (J-1 1) •f ZR (J)-ZR (J-1 )1 /I ZR IJ • I)-ZR (J-1 1 1
.-CR(J1)so2





296 DO 298 J=JJ.NC
7 3
Listing 2. The Microbial burden Predictioc Program, Subroutine HAS (MBP2)
C RI J) =CRI J+ 1)
298 ZRI J):ZRI J+1)
60 TO 290
300 F:1./CR(NC)
00 310 J= 20 NC
0RI IC.JI_F • (CRIJ) —CRIJ — I) I
310 XRI IC•J)=ZR(J)
XRI IC 01 1: ZR 11 1











C	 HISTOGRAM EQUATING SUBROUTINE
C	 S E7 J =K .
COMMON/BASE/K19K29K3tK49K59KK9IK9
.KRtRIJN17) tKStSTG171 tKTtTSKI 71 90SC1619
.NEtAES14) 9IEC(10)9IET1101 ► AEC1101 ► AET11019AEDI1O) ► AEF(1094)9
.NOt IOTf 201 ► IOQ1201 ► IOC(20I9
.NP ► DAC1 1209 2) tIUI 1201 tIAB 1120.6 19AAG( 1201 ► AAS 11201. AAT( 120) 9
.NOt NX (5Sl 19 DR l551 ► l 1) tXRI 55 19 11 1 ► KO 9
.NStKKT1 20 it IR 151tAR(41tAPAt 2) 9
.NTtJT (100)9 XMTt 1001 9XVT(I OD )*Ll tL2 ► L3 ►L49K7St ITE
M=NXtK)
NX(J)=M
DO 10 1=1 tM
DRi J9I)=DRI K9 I)
10 XR(JoI)=XR1Kt11
R ET UR N
E ND





HISTOGRAM IC EAUALS IA MULTIPLIED B y CONSTANT C
COMMON/BASE /K 19 K2 •K 39 K4 9K S. KK 9I K •
.K R9 RUN( 7) 9KS9 ST G( 71 9K T9 TSK1 7) •DSC (6 19
.NE.AES(4) .IEC(l0)91ET(10) 9AECII0l9AET(IO) 9AED(10)9AEF(1094)9
.NO• IOT( 20 1• IOA(20 ) 9 IOC(20 )9
.NP9CAC(12092) 9IU( 12(3) 9IAB (1209619AAG( 120) 9AAS(120)• AAT1120) 9
.N09NX(55119DR(551911)9XR(551911 )9K09
.NS9KKT(20)9IR(5)sAR14 )9APAl2 ► 9
.NT9JT (100)9 XMT( 100) 9X4T(10019L1 •L29L39L49KTS9ITE
IF( C.E0.0.) GO TO 20
M=NXIIA)
N X( IC )=M
DO 10 J=1 9M














C	 HISTOGRAM NUMBERING SUBROUTINE
C	 I IS THE NEW DISTRIBUTION INDEX.
COM14ON/BASE/K1sK2tK3tK4#KS*KK*IK9
.KR•RUN(7) .KS.STG(7) •KT. TSK(71 •DSC (6 1•
.NE• AE St 4) •IEC (1 0) •IET (10) •AEC (1 0) .AET 1101 .AEDt10).AEF (10.4) •
.NO• IOT(201.I001201• IOCt2O 1•
.NP*OAC(12(IsZl •IU(120)•IAB:12096)sAAGt1ZO)•AAS(120)rAAT(120)•
.ND•NX (SSI 1+DR (551 •11) • XRtS51.11 1.•KO•
.N Se KK T(20 1 • IR (5 1 • AR (4 1 9 APA(2) v
.NT•JT (1001• XMT( 100) •XYT (100 19LI +L2•L3.L4oK7S*ITE















C	 HISTOGRAM WRITING SUBROUTINE
COMMON/BASE/KirK2oK39949KS*KK •IK•
.KR#RUN(7) •KS•STG(7) .KT• TSK( 7) •DSC (6 )•
.N E• AE S(4) .I EC (l 0) •I ET (10) .AEC (1 0) .AET (10) •AED (10) •AEF (10.4) .
.NO• IOT(20 1. I00( 20). IOC( 20).
.NPR DAC( 120.21 •IU( 120) •IAB(120.6)r6,AG( 1201 •AAS(1201• AAT( 120) o
.ND.NX (SSI )9 0R (5SI+1 1) •XR(55 1.11 1.K0.
.NSeKKT( 20 )• IR(5)rAR(4)i,APA(21 •





WRITE (691 1XR1 I.1).XR(191) •P
RETURN








C	 MICROBIAL ACCRETION SUBROUTINE
C	 I 1S THE PART AFFECTED. T THE TIME OF UPDATE
COMMON/BASE/K19K29K39K4.K5 ► KK9IK9
.KR9RUN(7) 9KS9STG1719KTPTSK(7) 9DSC1619
.NE9 AE S( 4) 9I EC (1 O1 9IET (I O1 9AEC (1 O) 9AET (1 O1 9AE0 110) 9AEF (10.4) 9
.NO9 IOT1 20 19 IOG1 201. IOC12C )9
.NP9DAC( 1209 2) 9IU( 120) 9IAB (1 2096)9AAG( 120) 9AAS (12019 AAT( 120) 9
.ND9NX(55119DR(551911)9XR(551.11 ).KO.
.NS9KKT( 2019 IRI5)9AR(4)9APA( 2) 9




I E= IA BI It 5)
I F( IE.LE.0) RE TURN
I C= IE C( IE )
I 1= NO *1
12= ND •2
1 3= ND - j
1 4= ND •4
C_AAG(I)+AEC( IE 1/DR(IC91)
DO 40 J=1 94
IFIIAB(ItJ).EG.0)GO TO 40
IF1 AEFI IE 9J).EC.0.)GO 10 40
I B= IA B( I9 J)
A=DR( IB91 )
F=C*AEF (IE9J) •A
C ALL HMSI IC 9F 911)
V =AET (IE) +AES (J )
F=E XP(—OT/V1
C ALL HMS( 18 9F *I2)
F=V s ( 1. —F )
C ALL HMS( 11 9F *131
CALL HCS(I2@139I8#11









C	 MEAN VALUE AND VARIANCE DETERMINING SUBROUTINE
C	 XM IS THE DISTRIBUTION MEAN. XV IS THE VARIANCE.
COMMON/BASE/K19K2.K3•K49K59KK •IK•
.KR.RUN(7) •KS•STG17) •KT.TSKI7) •DSC(6)t
.NEv AE S1 4) *I cC (1 0) •I ET (10) •AEC (1 0) •AET (10) #AED (10) •AEF (10.41 •
.NO• IOT1 20 )• I001 201• IOC(20 1.
.NP90AC( 120.2),IU1120) • IAB (120.6).AAG11201.AAS(1201•AAT( 120) •
.ND*NX (551 1* DR (551 .1 1) •XR1 55 19 11 19K0•
.N Ss KK T(20 )• IR (S) • AR (4 1 v APA( 2) •
.NT.JT (1001. XMT( 100) 9XVT4100 h L1 .L2•L3•L4.KTS.ITE
1 FORMATI /1 7X.11HMEAN VALUE =9IPE11.3 /17XP
 11HVARIANCE
	 9E11.31








X =.5• (XRI It J-1) •XR1 It J) 1
XS=X**2
XM=XM+DR( IoJ) •X
20 XV=XV*DR( IrJ) sXS
X V=XV-X"* •2




_, et;nm 2. The A?icrob'a] Purder. Prediction Program., Subroutine MAVS (MBP8)
^1
SIBFTC MBP9	 FULIST*REF#1494*XR7 POOP DECK





MICROBIAL BURDEN RESTART SUBROUTINE
COMMON/BASE/K1*K29K39K49KS9KK9IK9
.KR*RUN17) 9KS9ST617 ► *KT9TSK1 7) 9DSC(6 )9
.NE9AES(4) 9IEC(10)9IET(10)9AEC(10)9AET00)9AED(10)9AEF(1094)9
.NO9 IOT1 20 19 IOA( 201• IOC(20 19
.NP•DAC( 1209 2) * IUI 120) * IAB tl20 • G l*AAG( 120) 9AAS(1201* AATI 120) *
.N09 NX (551 )9 DR 1551 *1 1) *XR(55 19 I1 l*KO9
.NS9KKT( 20 )9IR (51*AR(41*APA1 2) *
.NT9JT (100)9 XMT( 100) *XVT (101) )9L1 9L29L39L49KTS9ITE
1 FOR14ATI 34MI MICROBIAL BURDEN PREDICTION MODEL/





90 READ 111) KK9IK9I1 *I29 I39I49I5 9I6
READ (11)KR•KS9KT*(RUNtJ)*STGIJl9TSK(J)9J=19719L1.L29L39L49KTS9ITE
GO TO 910 09 1209 14 09 1GD*200 ► .IK
100 READ (11) IAES(J19J=194)
DO 110 I=1910
READ (11)N9(DSC(J)9J=1941
I Ft N.LE.O 160 TO 120
110 READ lll ) IEC(N ) 9IET(N19AEC ( N) 9AETINI*AEO(N ) 9tAEF ( N*J)9J=1*41
120 00 130 I=1920
READ (11)N*.DSC(J)9J=194)
IFIN.LE.O )60 TO 140
130 READ 111)IOT(N)9IOti(N)9IOC(N)
140 DO 150 I= 19120
READ 01)N9(DSC(J19J=194)
IF(N.LE.O )60 TO 160
150 READ (11) DAC(N91 19DAC(N92),IUIN)*tlAS(N*J)*J=I9619
.AAG(N)9AAS(N) 9AAT(N
160 DO 180 I=19500
READ (11)N9(DSC(J1*J=1^4)






IF(N.LE.O )60 TO 300
220 READ (I 1) K• (IR(J) * J=1 9519 (AR(J) 9J=1 931
IF(K.EI) .OIGO TO 240
IF(AR(11.EA.D.)60 TO 232
READ ( 11)I3 9 149IA 9 MA9(DR(IA • JJ)9XRIIA * JJ)9JJ=19MAI9IA8113914)9
.I 19 I291B9 MB *t DR (IB9 JJ 19 XR ( IB*JJ) • JJ=1 *MB) *IAB (I 1* I2 1
N X( IA)=MA
N XI iB)=MB
232 READ ( ll)II*IA8 ( I195)*AAG(II)9AAS(I1)
GO TO 220
240 READ ( 11)ITT9IT9M9tDR ( ITT9J) 9 XR(ITT*JI * DR(IT.J)*XR(IT9J ) 9J=19MI
NX( ITT)=M
N Xt IT )=M
KKTIN)=IT
250 READ (11) IO*AKT 9AK9
IF( I0 12 52 92 90*258
Listing 2. The Microbial Burden Prediction Proaram. Subroutine NRRS (M.BP9)
252 QEAD (11)I79M9(DR(IT9J)9XRIIT9JI9J=19M)
NX( IT )=M
254 READ (11) IP9LK91AR(J)9J=194)
IF(IP.E0,O)GO TO 250
D 0 25 6 J= 1, 4
IF( AR(J1.EG.CelGO TO 256
IF(IAS ( IP.J).EG.0)GO TO 256
18= IA B(IP 9J )




258 READ (11) IT.M. ( OR(IT•J1.XRI IT9J19J=19M) 9IE9ITK9IC9AG
N X( IT ) =M
260 READ (11) IP9LS9APO9APC9APS9APA(I)PAPA(21
1FIIP.E0.0)GO TO 250
READ tll)IP 9t IABIIP9J)9J=196)9IE9 ( AEF(IE9J)9J=194)9098
I Ft AG.EQ. 0. )GO TO 2 75
IF( IE.EQ. 0) GO 714. 275
IF( ITK.EG.0 )GO TO 275
DO 270 J= It 4
READ (11) ISJ
IF( IB.;E. 3) GO TO 270
IF(F.E0.0.)GO TO 270
IF(OR (189 1) .LE.O. 160 TO 273
READ ( 11) IS 9M M9 ( DR( IS 9JJ) 9X R1 IS 9JJ) 9JJ=It MM 1
NXI IB 1=MM
270 CONTINUE




IF( IB.LE.0) GO TO 280
IF(DR(I891). LE. 0.160 TO 280
IF( APA(J) .LE.O. )GO TO 280
IF( OR (I89 11 .LE.O. 160 TO 280
READ (11) IB9M9(OR(IB9JJ1•XR(I69JJ19JJ=19M1





300 IFIL3.LE.G)GO TO 302
READ til)L39M9(9R(L39J)9XRIL39J)9J=19M)
NX(L3 )=M













IF(L4.LE.0) GO TO 320
READ (11)L49M9(OR(L49J)9XR(L49J19J=19M)
N X: L4 )=M
L'_'^t !.g 2. :h(? V^ icrobial burden i -diction F'rorram, Subroutine MBRS (MBFQ)
32 0 KSR:1000* KS +K T
WRITE  16.2 1JSR vKSR










.KR9RUN(7) 9KSrSTG(7) 9KT9TSK(7) 9DSC(6)9
.NE9AES44) 9IEC(10) 9IET (IOI •AECl1O) 9AET(10) 9AED(1O)9AEF(109419
.N09 IOTI 20 )9 IOOt 201• IOC(20 1.
.NP90AC( 120.2) 9IU(120)9IAB(1209619AAG(12019AAS(120)9AATI12019
.ND9NX (551 I9 DR (551 91 1) 9XR( 5519 11 )9KO9
.NS9KKT(20)9IR(5)9AR(4)9APAl2 ► 9
.NT9J7 (100)• XMT( 100) 9XVT(100 )9L1 9L2 ► L39L49KTS9I7E
7 FORMAT(34HIMICROSIAL BURDEN PREDICTION MODEL/4H RUN91592H9 97A6/
.6H SIAGE9I392H9 97A6f5H 7ASK9I492H9 97A61









.13X921HSURFACE ARRIVAL RATES/ 32 X981 HDSTR MODIFIER DSTR MODIFIER
COEFF.	 SURF (1)	 SURF (2)
	
SURF (3)
	 SURF (4 )/ 1
9 FORMAT(19H OPERATIONS INPU7S-//6X99HOPERATION925X9
.20HDISTRIBUTION IND ICES/38X @26HTIME
	 DIRTINESS	 CONTACT/309
.2 8H IN TE RV AL
	
FACTOR	 C ON CE N. / )
10 FORMAT( 14H PARTS INPUTS-//GX94HPART939X9
.55HSURFACE AREA/BURDEN	 ENV.	 SURFACE RETENTION FACTORS/49X•
.56HDISTRIBUTION INDICES 	 DSTR	 FALLOUT	 CONTACT/49X•
.54HTOP EXT MAT OCC
	 MEAN
	 MEAN/49X.
.18H(11	 (2)	 (3)	 (4'/)
11 FOR MATl22H DISTRIBUTIONS INPUTS-//6X.12HOISTRIBUTION92OX•
.6HCOEFF.98X 94HFROM9 7X 92HT0910X9SHPROB./ )
1 2 F OR MA T1 8H SUB TA SK 9 139 2H 9 94 A6 f)
13 FORMAT(/6X921HPREREOUISITE SUBTASK=9I3)
14 FORMATI/GX922HPREREOUISITE SU9TASKS=9I391H9,)I3)
15 FORMAT( /6X931HSUBTASK START TIME OISTRI'_UTION/
.14X@lOHMEAN TIME= 9F11.291H991GX94HFROM97X92HTO910X95HPROB./1
16 FORMAT(/6 X•42HENVIRONMENT/AREA/RE TENT ION FACTOR CHANGES-/)
17 FORMAT( /6X9 44HMICROBIAL BURDEN BUILDUP (OPERATIONAL LEVEL))
18 FORMAT( /6X928HPARTS AFFECTED BY OPERATION-//14X9
.42HPART SURF DSTR	 AREA	 SOURCE	 FkOM9
.7X92HTOrIOX •5HPR09./)
19 FORMA TI/6X943HAREA/BURDEN DISTRIBUTIONS AT FINISH OF TASK/





24 FORMAT( I0X96HCHANGE91496H9 PART9I496H9 SURF9I391H991OX9
.17HAODITIONAL AREA 91PE11.3.1OH FROM PART9I496H9 SURF•I3)
25 FORMAT( 50X9 15HNEW ENVIRONMENT.1V
26 FORMAT( SOX9 17HFALLOUT RETENTION 91PE11.31
27 FORMAT( 50X9 17HCONTACT RETENTION PIPE 11.31
28 FORMAT(fI0X96HCHAN6E9I496H9 PART9I491H9)
29 FORMAT4/1OX99HOPERATION9I3/14X911HENVIRONMENT9I3/
.1 4X 91 9HTI ME IN HOURS• F ROM• Fl 1.29 4H TO •F 11 .2 1
30 FORMAT( 12X93I592X91PE11.398H FALLOUT)
31 FORMATI12Xv31592X91PE1I.398H CONTACT)
32 FORMA TI 14  TASK SUMMARY-//GX•24HSTART TIME DISTRIBUTION-/
.14X910HMEAN TIME=9F11.291H•916X94HFROM97X92HT091OX95HPROB.11
33 FORMAT(/6X925HFINISH TIME DISTRIBUTION-f
.1 4X 91 OHME AN TIME= 9F ll .2 91 H9 9l 6X 94 HF ROM9 7X 92HT 09 10X9 5HPROB ./ 1
Listing 2. The Microbial '
_urden Prediction Program, Subroutine MBS (MBP10)
34 FORMAT{/1 OX926HTOTAL AREA /BURDEN+ SURFACE 91291H—/
.14X.11HTOTAL AREA=• 1PEI1.3.1HPP 15X94HFROMP7X92HT091OXP5HPROB./)
35 FORMATIIIOXP32HTOTAL AREA/BURDEN• ALL SURFACES—/
.14X911HTOTAL AREA =91PE.11.3.1Ho• 1SX94HFROM97Xr2HTOPIOXr5HPROB.
36 FORMAT(16X93ISoZX91PE11.31
37 FORMATf/1 OX99HOPERATION9I3915HP STERILIZATION/
.14X919HTIME IN HOURS. FROM.F11.294H T09F11.21
38 FORMAT!/14X#17HSTERILIZED PARTS — //14X923HPAR7 SURF DSTR 	 AREA.
.1 SX 94HFROM ► 7X P2HT09 lOXP5HPROB./ 1
39 FORMAT(12193I592X91PE11.3)




READ (9) (AES(J) PJ=1 94)
WRITE f 11 1I AES(J) 9J=1 941
WRI TE (698 If AES(J) PJ=1 94 1
C	 AES(J) IS THE SURFACE LIFETIME MODIFIER FOR SURFACE J
DO 110 I=1910
READ 19) N9f DSCIJ) 9J=1941
WRITE f 11 )N9f DSCIJI PJ=I 941
IF(N.LE.0)60 TO 120
READ 19) IEC(NI•IET(NIPAEC(N)9AETIN)PAEO(N1P(AEF(NPJ)PJ=1941
WRITE (11 IIEC(N)9IET(N)9AEC(N)PAET(N)9AEO(N19 (AEF(N9J)9J=1941
C	 IECPAEC DESCRIBE THE ENVIRONMENTS BIOTA CONCENTRATION
C	 IE79AET DESCRIBE THE REFERENCE ACCRETION TIME
C	 A ED IS THE DISTANCE COEFFICIENT
C	 AEF IS THE RATE AT WHICH9 FOR ALL OTHER FACTORS STANOARD9
C	 BIOTA REACH EACH SURFACE
WRITE (6.20) NP !DSC(J)9J=194) P IEC (NIPAECIN) PIET(NIPAETIN) PAEO(N1P
.( AEF(N9J) 9J=1 P4 )





WRITE (6 99 )
DO 1301=1920
READ (9) NP(DSC(J)9J=1.41





C	 IOT IS THc OPERATION TIME INTERVAL
C	 100 IS THE DIRTINESS FACTOR
C	 IOC IS THE BIOTA CONCENTRATION FOR CONTACT CONTAMINATION






00 150 I= It 120
READ (9) N9(DSC(J)9J=196)
WRITE III )NP(OSC(J) 9J=1 94)
1 FI N.LE .0 160 TO 160
DAC IN 91 1= DS C( 5)
DAC IN 92)=DSC(61
IUIN) =0
A AT IN 1=0.








A AG (N 1=0.
AAS(N)=0.
142 WRITE (11)	 DAC (Mr1 )#DACINo21 •IUI N) •(IAB(NtJ) •J-1.6).
.A A61N1. AAS( NI .AAT (N )
C DAC IS THE PERMANENT ALPHAMERIC DESCRIPTION OF PART N
C I AS ( JI	 INDICATES THE DISTRIBUTION FOR AREA/BURDEN FOR
C J=19 TOP SURFACE
C J=29 OTHER EXTERIOR SURFACE
C J= 3. MATED SURFACE
C J=49 OCCLUDED SURFACE
C IABIS)	 IS THE ENVIRONMENT	 INDEX	 IMAY BE DEFT BLANK)
C IAB (6)	 IS THE RETENTION DISTRIBUTION FOR CONTACT
C AA6 IS THE RETENTION DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR FALLOUT
C AAS IS THE RETENTION DISTRIBUTION MEAN FOR CONTACT
C AAT	 IS THE LAST	 TIME OF ACCRETION UPDATE
WRI TE ( 6#22) N.IDSC ( J1..1=1.6) • I IABIN . JI.J=1 •61•AAGINI • AAS(NI
150 I FI NP.LT. N) NP=N
READ	 19)	 N
C








C L=1	 INDICATES A HISTOGRAM VITH M-1 INTERVALS
C l=2 INDICATES A HISTOGRAM WITH 4 INTERVALS BASED ON 3	 INPUT VALUES
C M_1	 INDICATES THE DISTRIBUTION IS A CONSTANT
IFIN.LE.0160 TO 190
IF(L.EQ.2 )60 TO 170




170 READ	 19)	 DRIN•l)•X1•X29X3
U=.25 . 1 X2 —X 1) /(X3 — X 1)
V =. 25 —U
D R 1 N. 2) =U
D RI N• 31 =3 .• U
DRI Nr 4) =3.• V
DRI No 5)=V
X RI No 11=X 1
X RI No 2) =. So (X 1 4 X2 1
X RI No 31=X 2
XRINo4)=.5o(X2+X31







	 (11 )LvM9IORINvJ)vXR(N.J)vJ=1v M)
WRITE 169231 No (DSCIJI*J=194).DRI N91)
CALL HWSI N)
18 0 I FI NO.L T. NI ND=N
READ	 (9)	 N
C
C THE ZERO DISTRIBUTION
190 CALL HNS(KO )
NXIK01=1
Listing 2. The Microbial burden Prediction Program, Subroutine MBS (MHP10)
0RIKO911_ 0.
XR(KO.11=a.
SUBTASK LEVEL MICROBIAL BUILDUP DETERMINATION
NO I FI KT S. EG .0 1K TS=K 0
C	 KTS IS THE TASK START TIME
LL=KTS
NS=O
WRITE (11) NE9NO9NPvN0.NS9NT9 ITE•KO•KTS
DO 295 1=1920
READ 19) NotOSCIJ) •J=1 •4 19Nl •N2
WRITE 111 )No(DSCIJI#J=1+419NI •N2
N1 AND NZ ARE PREREQUISITE SUBTASKS
IFIN.LE.OIGO TO 300






20 5 J 1= KK T t Nl )
IF(NZ.GT.0)60 TO 210
V RI TE (6.1 3) N1
ITT=J1
60 TO 215
21n WRITE (6.1 4) Nl .N2
J2=KK T(N2 1
ITT=510
CALL HCSt Jl •J2• ITT• 5)
r	 ITT IS THE SUBTASK START TIME INDEX
215 T 1=DR (ITT 91 1
V RI TE 16.1 51 T1
CALL HWS( ITT)
NC=O
C	 ENV IRONMEN79AREA/BIOTA BURDEN CHANGES —
220 READ (9) K.(IR(JI ► J=19S1vfAR(J)•J=1.31
WRITE (11)K.IIR(J).J=1951 •tAR(J)•J=1.31
C	 K IS THE CHANGE IDENTIFIER
IR( 1) •IRI 2) ARE THE NEW PART AND SURFACE INDICES
C	 IR1 31.IR( 4) ARE THE CONTRIBUTING PART AND SURFACE
C	 IRIS) IS THE NEW ENVIRONMENT (IF ANY) FOR PART IRII I
C	 AR( 1) IS THE AREA CHANGED TO IR(1)•IR(2) FROM IR(31.IR(4)
C	 AR(21 IS THE NEW AAG FACTOR
C	 AR( 3) IS THE NEW AAS FACTOR
C	 IF IR(SI• AR(119 AR(Z)• AR131 ZERO. NO CHANGE IS MADE
IF(K.LE.0160 TO 240
NC=NC+1
IFI NC.E0. 1) VRITE(6. 161
11= IR (1 )
I F(NP.LT. II INP=I1





14= IR 14 1
IB=IA BI II •I2)
1 A= IA B( I3 @114)
IF( IB.GT.OI GO TO 2Z2








IF( IR(51.LE.0 )GO TO 224
1 AS (I 1.5) =IR( 5)
WRITE  ( 6 92 5) IR (5 )
224 IF( AR(21,LE.n.)GO TO 226
A AG (11) =A R( 2)
WRITE (69261 AA GI 11 1






I AS ('I 3. 14 1=0
230 CALL HMS( IA9F#IC)





W RI TE (1 1) I3 91 49 IA . MA• (DRI IA 9JJ) 9XR(IA •JJI 9JJ = 19 MA )9 IABt I39I 4) 9
.I19I2 9 IB9MB9tOR ( 19sJJI9XR ( I89JJI9JJ = I•MB) 9IAB(219I21
GO TO 238
232 WRITE(6928) 99 I1
IF(IR(S).LE.0)60 TO 234
I AS (I 1. 5) =1 R( 5)
rRI TE t6 92 5) IR (5 )
234 IF(AR(2).LE.O.)GO TO 236
AA6(I1)=AR( 2)
WRITE  (6.2 61 AA GI I1 1
236 IF(AR(3).LE.0.)GO TO 238
A AS (11)  =A RI 3)
WRITE ( 6927) AASI I11





CALL HES( IT 9I TT 1
C	 ITT IS THE SUBTASK START TIME DISTRIBUTION INDEX
C	 IT=r,10+N IS THE SUBTASK CURRENT TIME DISTRIBUTION INDEX
KKT (N )=IT
M=NX( ITT)
WRI TE ( 11) I7 T9IT • M9 (DR (ITT 9J ) 9XR (ITT • J19DR ( IT9J) 9XR1 IT 9J19J=19M)
IZ=ITE
WRI TE (691 7)
250 READ (9) IO9IKE9AKT9AK0
C	 IO IS THE OPERATION
C	 IKE IS THE OPERATION ENVIRONMENT WHEN DIFFERENT FROM
C	 THE TASK ENVIRONMENT OR THE PREVIOUS OPERATION ENVIRONMENT
C	 AKT IS THE OPERATION TIME MODIFIER
C	 AKO IS THE DIRTINESS MODIFIER
C	 :0 LT 0 INDICATES A DECONTAMINATION OPERATION FOR WHICH
C	 AKT IS THE FIXED O PERATION INTERVAL
WRITE  111 1109 AKT 9 AK 0
IFIIO12 52 92 90 92 58
C
C	 DECONTAMINATION
252 10=- I O Li =tin y . Th e N J-crobial Burden Prediction; Program, Subroutine MBS (MBP10) 
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Fig






CALL HCS( IT•I7.IT•I )




25 4 READ (9) IP•LK• (ARIJ) •J y l •4 1
WRITE (11) IPILK• (AR(J) •J=l •4 1
IP IS THE PART AFFECTED
LK IS THE CURVE DESCRIBING FRACTION OF BIOTA REMOVED
ARID) IS THE MEAN FRACTION OF BIOTA REMOVED FROM SURFACE J
IFIIP.LE.0160 TO 250
I u( IP 1= IU (I P) •l




IF( IB.LE.0) GO TO 256
A=DR( I991 1
F=AR(J)/DR(LK.1 )
I C= ND • 1
CALL HMS(LK sF •IC)
CALL HCS( IB.IC•IC•31
CALL HCSI IB •I C.IB r2 1
DR( 1891)=A
M=NXIIB)
WRITE Ili )IBPM• (DRI IBvJJ) oXR( I89JJ) •JJ=1.M)
WRITE (6.39) IP.J.IB• A











I 7= NO +7
IC=IOC( I01
I Q= 10 Q( IO 1
I I= IE T( IE 1
J C= IE C 1 IE 1
I TK =I OT (101
T 1=0R (IT. 1)
IFIITK.EQ.0)6G TO 259
F=AKT/DR( ITK• 11
C ALL HMS( IT K• F• I7 1
C ALL HCSI IT •l 79 IT 91 1
CALL MVS(IT)
C	 I7 INDICATES THE OPERATION TIME DISTRIBUTION
259 WRITE  (6.29) IO.1EvT1 •DR(IT rl 1
AQ=AKQ/OR(IO. 11
AC=AEC1 IE )/DR (JC• 1)
CALL HMS( JC •AC• 16)
Listing 2. The Microbial Burden Frediction Program, Subroutine MBS (MBP1.0)
9Q
I6 INDICATES THE AIRBORN BIOTA CONCENTRATION
M=NX1 IT 1
WRITE III 11T9M •(OR(IT@JltXR ( IToJi • J=1@M ) 9IE*ITKolCrAQ
V RI TE 4.6 @1 9)
260 R EAO 191 IP •LS9 !PD• APC• APS9 APAI 1) 9APA 12 1
C	 IP IS THE PART AFFECTED
C
	
LS IS THE TOOL STICKINESS DISTRIBUTION
C	 APO IS THE DISTANCE FROM CONTAMINATOR
C	 APC IS THE TOOL BIOTA CONCENTRATION MODIFIER
C	 APS 1S THE MEAN TOOL STICKINESS
C	 APA IS THE CONTACT AREA FOR EACH TOUCHED SURFACi
WRITE 111) IP •L S • APCv APC • APS• APAI 1) 9APA (2 1
IFIIP.LE.0)GO TO 7S0
C
C	 B IO TA UPD AT ING-
I Ut IP 1 = IU ti p )  +1
CALL MASIIP•T1)
IG=IA BIIP.61
O=AQ*EXPI —AED(IE) *APO )
S 1=.5*A AS IIP) *A PC
52=.5*APS/DP(LS•II
B =0 .
I FI LS .6 T. 0) B=SI *S2
vRITE ( 11)IP . I IABIIP• J1 . J=1.6),IE . IAEF(IE.J)*J= 1*4ltGtB
I F( AQ.LE. 0. 160 TO 275
I F1 IE.LE. 0) GO TO 27S
I FI IT K.LE .0 160 TO 275
FALLOUT CONTAMINATION—
C ALL HMSI IO •0 915)
C ALL HCS( 15 *169 I5 91 1
I5 INDICATES THE TOTAL FALLOUT SOURCE CONCENTRATION IC+Q)
A AT (IP) = G RI IT 91 1
00 270 J=194
18= IA B(IP •J )
F =A EF (I E • J) *A AG I I P )
WRITE ( 11)18@F





CALL HMS( I6 •F • I 41
CALL HCSII4 . IS•I4.3)
EE=AET(IE I*AESIJ) /DRI II .1 1
CALL HMS( II .EE• I2 1
CALL HCSI 14 •I 2• I4 93 1




N XI 13 )=M
00 265 JJ=1 •M
ORI I3.JJ) =DRI I2 •JJ)
X R( I29JJ) =E XP (XR1 I2 •JJ) )
265 X RI I3.JJ1 =l .-1. /XR( I2 •JJ)
C ALL HCSI 14 *139 14 93 1
CALL HCSIIB • I29I2.41
CALL HCSI 12 # 149 18 91 1
ORII8.11=A
MM=NX (IB)	
listing ^. The Microbial Burden Prediction Frogram, Subroutine MBS (MBP10)
WRITE  (1 1) IB •MM9 (DR( I8 YJA 9XRI IB 9JJ) 9JJ=19 NMI
WRITE (6930) IP9J9I890R(I891)
CALL Hr S( I8 1
270 CONTINUE
CONTACT CONTAMINATION-
275 IF(IC.LE.0)GO TO 260
IF(B.EG.0.)60 TO 260
S 1=Sl /(DR (I C9 1) sDR(I6.I )1
DO 280 J=197
16= IA B(IP •J )
VRITE (11) IB.APA (J1
IF(IB.LE.0)6O TO 280
A=DR(1991 1
IF( APA(J) .LE.O. 160 TO 280
IF(A.LE.O.1GO TO 280
F=S 1+APA(J)
C ALL HMS( IC •F 9141
CALL HCS( I4 cIG• I4 93 1
F=S2+APA( J) /A
CALL HMS(LS9F9If!
CALL HC S( 18 *I 59 I5 93 )
C ALL HCS( IB •I 59 IB 92 1
CALL HCS( IB sI 49 ZB 91 I




CALL HVS( IB I
28 0 C ON T I NU E
60 TO 260
290 I F(DR (LL9 1) .L T.OR (I T9 1) )LL= IT
29S C ON TI NU E
READ (9) N
300 IF(L3.LE.0)50 TO 302
.L 3=L3 #5 30








CALL HES( S0 39 K0 1
CALL HES( 504•K01
CALL HES(505•KO)
VRITE(697)KR9 (RUN(J)9J=197) 9KS9 (STG(J)9J=197)9KT9 (TSK(J)9J=197)
VRITE (6932) DR (KTS91 )
CALL HVS(KT S)
V RI TE (6 93 3) T
CALL HWS(LL 1
IF1L4.6T.01 VRITE(69 191
DO 310 I= 19 NP
I F( IU (I ). EO.0 )60 TO 310
CALL MAS( I9 TI
DO 305 J=194
J J= 50 0+ J
I8=IA8(19 J)
IF( IB.LE.0)GO TO 305
M=NX(IB)
Listing 2. The Microbial Burden Prediction Program, Subroutine MBS (MBP10)
yl
WRITE (1 1) IB •M.(DR (IB•L) •XR( I8 9L 19L=19M)
CALL HCStJJ # IB•JJ•II
IF(L4.LE.0) GO TO 305
WRITE 16 9 36) I.J.IB.DRI IB.1 I




J J= 50 0+ J
WRITE (6.34) J.OR (JJ.1)
CALL HWS(JJI
CALL MAVS(JJ•XMsXV)
320 CALL HCS( 505.JJ.505.1 1







WRITE (I1)Mt (DR(5OStJ) •)(R15059J) sJ=1oM)tNTrJT(NT 19XMT(NT)oXVTINT)
I F(04 .LE. 0) RE TURN
L 4=L4 •5 30












C	 MEAN VALUE SUBROUTINE
COMMON/BASE iK19K2993PK49KStKKolKs
.KR#RUN(7) •KSrSTGI71 •KTsTSK( 7) •DSC(G 1•
.NE. AE S1 4) .IEC (10) •IET (10) .AEC (1 0) .AET (101 .AED (10) .AEF (10.4) .
.NO• IOTI -10 1• I00( 201• IOC(201•
.NP•DAC1120.2)•IU(120)•IAB(120.6)rAAG(120)•AAS(120)•AAT(120)•
.NDsNX(551 IvDR(5SIo11)9XRIS5loll 19KO9
.NS. KKT(20 )9 IR(51vAR(4)vAPA(2) •
.NT•JI (100 I• XMT11001 PXVT(10D 1*L1 •L2rL3oL49KTS91TE
IFINX(I1.GT.11GO TO 10









Listing 2. The Microbial Burden Prediction Program, Subroutine MVS (MBP11)
- -- `• . At„ JW"q A - 41- !	 t: - N^l	 J. . ,. s.. 	. ''lei,. . . ,'l- t .,'•Y...94.4 ;. ,.a ^ - •r:.16	 t	 A.
S IBFTC MBP12	 FULIST •REF 04949XR7 •DO•DECK
FUNCTION ZFIX.Y9KI
V
C	 Z FUNCTION OF X AND Y

















Listing 2. .'he Microbial Burden Prediction Proirra.a, Function ZF (MBP12)
r
. t	 .. . l	 el
'-5
SJOB GMM95 84 80 00 90 69 04-0 97 8563 9A IC 15990000
	 GMM BOX 84
SSE TUP U75	 57'40
S ASSIGN	 SY SU T5
S AS SI GN	 SY SU T6
S AS SIGN	 SY SU T8
SUN ITS
S IB JO B	 GO 9L OG IC 9M AP 9SOURC E
SIBFTC MBOR	 FULIST 9REF •M 94 •XR79DO9DECK
C
C	 MICROBIAL BURDEN DATA RECOVERY PROGRAM
COMMON/BASE/K19K29K39K49KS9KK 9IK9
.KR• RUN1 71 9KS9 STG(7) rKT9 TSKI 7) *DSC (6 19
.NE• AESI A!) 9IEC (1 0) •IET 110 ►
 *AEC (10) 9AET (10) 9AED (10) •AEF (1094) 9
.NO9 IOTI 20 19 I00(2J )9 IOC120 1*
.NP90AC1 1209 2) 9IU1120) rIAB (1 2095 19AAG( 120) 9AAS 112019 AAT11201 9
.N09NX (551 )9DR (551 •1 1) 9XR15S 1911 19KO*
.NS9KKT(20 19IR15)9AR(4)9APA(2) r
.NT9JT (100 )9 XMTI 1001 9XVT (1 OD I9L1 9L29L3 9L49KTS* ITE
1 FORMAT134HIMICROBIAL BURDEN PREDICTION MODEL/
.22H DATA RECOVERY PROGRAM/4H RUN*I592H9 97A6/
.6H STASE9I392H9 97A615H TASK p I4.2H9 97A61
2 FORMAT (8H S UB TA SK 9 I 39 2H 9 94 AG / )
3 FORMAT147H BURDEN ACCRETED BY FALLOUT DURING OPERATION 16)




60 TO I100 ► 1209 1409 1609 200) rIK





120 DO 130 I=1920
READ :111N9(DSC(J19J=194)
IFIN.lE.0)60 TO 140
130 READ (11)IOT(N) 91OQ(N)9IOC(N)
140 DO 150 1=19120
READ (1i)N9(DSC(J)9J=194)
IFIN.LE.0160 TO 160
150 READ (11) DACIN9119DACIN*2)*IUIN19fIA8(N*J)9J-1961
.A AG (N) • AA S( N) 9A AT (N )
160 DO 180 I=19500
READ (11)N9(DSC(J)9J=194)
IF(N.LE.O 160 TO 200
180 READ (1 1) L9119 (DR(Nr J) *XR(N9J) rJ=1 rM 1
NX(N)=M




WRITE (691 1KR9 IRUN(J1*J=197) rKS9 (STG(J19J=197) 9KT9 (TSK (J)9J=197)
WRITE  (6 r2 fN •f OSC(J) 9J=1 941
NU=O
220 READ (11) K9 1IR(J) •J=1 9519 fAR(J) 9J=1931
IF(K.E0.0 1GO TO 240
IF(AR(1).E0.0.)GO TO 232
READ 111) I39I4•IA9MA9(DR(IA * JJ) rXR(IA9JJ)9JJ=19MA)9IABII39I4)9
.I1•I2•IB9MB91OR(I69JJI9XR(IB9JJ)9JJ=1rM8)9IABfI19I21










250 READ (11) IO•AKT •AKG
IFI IO )252 •290 •258
252 READ (111IT•M•(DR(IT•J)•XRfIT•J1•J=1•M)
N X( IT )=M
254 READ (11) 1PtLK•tARWI*J=1.4)
IF( IP.EG.0)GO TO 250
D 0 25 6 J= It 4
1F(ARIJI.EG.0.)60 TO 256
1 F IA 84IP9JI.EG.0160 TO 256






N XI IT )=M
IF( IO.EG.16)CALL HES(50)•K01
260 READ (ll) IP•LS#APD•APC•APS PAPA (I)•APA(2)
IFI IP.EG.0)GO TO 250
READ (11) IP•f lAB(IPrJ)•J=1.6) •IE•IAEF(IE*J) •J=1.41•G•B
I Ft AG.EG. 0. 160 TO 275
IF( IE.EG. 0) GO TO 275




IFI F.EG.O.) GO TO 270
IF(DR(I8•11.EG.0.)GO TO 270
IFI IO.EG. 16 1CALL HEST 502• IB )
READ (I 1)18 •MM• (DR(IB •JJ) •XRI I8 •JJ) •JJ=i•h,l )
NXI IB) =MM
IF( IO.NE .16160 TO 270
CALL HCS( IB •502 •502 •2 1
CALL HCS( 50 1. 50 2. 50 1. 1)
NU=NU+)
270 CONTINUE
275 IFI IC.EG.0)GO TO 260
IFf B.EG.O.)GO TO 260
DO 28 0 J= 1. 2
READ (11)I8•APA(J)
IF(I8.EG.0)GO TO 280
IFI APAIJ) .EG.O. 160 TO 280
READ (11)IB•M•(DR(IB•JJI9XR(I89JJ)*JJ=1•MI
NXI I8 )=M








29 5 CONTINUE	 Lj sting 3. Microbial Burden Data Recovery Program
96




N XI LL 1=M
DO 310 I=1•NP
IFI IU(11.EO.OIGO TO 310
DO 305 J=1941
IB=IAB(I.J)
IF( IB.LE.0) GO TO 305
READ 1111IB•M•(ORII89JJI#XR(I89JJ1*JJ=1.M1
N XI IB ) =M
305 CONTINUE
310 CONTINUE










Listing 3. Microbial Burden Data Recovery Frogram
wo
98
SJOR GMM978 8000@06904-09785639A IC 4+9006 	 GMM BOX 84	 84




S AS SI GN	 SY SU TS
S AS SI GN	 SY SU T6
S AS SI GN	 SY [U T8
SUN ITS
S IB JOB	 GO .L OG IC •MAP *SOURCE
S I6 FTC MB SW	 FULIST vREF •M 94 PXR7.DD9 DECK
C
C	 MICROBIAL BURDEN SPECIAL WRITE PROGRAM
C	 THIS PROGRAM READS FROM 9 AND LISTS RD• S0+ TO• KO• K09 KO• PE
DIMENSION RUN(71.S76(7197SK(71+0SC(6).ODSC(20+4).PDSC(12096)9
.AES(4 1.IEC( 10 )• IETI 1J 1.AEC1 10 ► .AETI IOI#AEO( 10)vAEF( 10.41•






5 FORMAT(  8X .I 5. 1X 97A6  1
6 FORMATI 16X9 15@16H DECONTAMINATION)
7 FORMAT112X•ISv1Xv4A6)






14 FORMAT( 16 X. IS91194A6)
16 FORMAT(I5.5X ► 4F10.71
17 FORMAT120X.I5elX•6A61
REWIND 9
W RI TE (6 92 1
100 READ 191 KK9IK•I1912913914oIS916
IFIKK.LE.0)CALL EXIT
GO TO ( 110.120. 130. 100.150.100) •KK
110 READ 19) KR• (RUNIJI•J=1.7)
WRITE(6.3 )KR• (RUN (J It ,
 J=1.7)
120 READ 19) KS• ISTGIJ?-J=1.71
WRI TE (6.4 )KS• (STG (J le J= 1. 7)
130 READ 19) KT• (TSK(JItJ=1.7)•L1•L2•L39L4
WRITE (6 •5 1KT• (TSK (J ). J=1. 7)
GO TO ( 210.220.230. 240.250) •IK
150 IF(IK.EO.11GO TO 100
155 READ 19) IZ9(DSC(JS.J=1941
IF(IZ.LE.0)GO TO 100
160 READ 19)	 IP•(AR(J19J=1.4)
I F I IP )1 55 •1 55 .1 60
C
C	 ENVIRONMENTS INPUTS-







C	 Lintin5 4. The Microbial Burden Special .,rite Program
C	 OPERATIONS INPUTS-
220 DO 22 6 K= 1. 20











23 0 00 236 I= 1. 120










240 DO 248 I=l .500
4EA0 19) N9( OSCIJ) 9J=1 9419K9M
IFIN.LE.0)60 TO 250
1F(K.E9.1 )GO TO 245
READ (9) ( XR(N9JItJ=194)
GO TO 248
245 READ 19) (DRlN9J)9J=19M)
READ (9) (XRIN9J19J=19M)
248 C ON TI NU E
READ (9) N
250 0 0 296 I= 1. 20
READ (9) N9(OSC(J)9J=1•4)•NI9N2
IFIN.LE.0160 TO 100
rRI L (697)N9(0SC(J) 9J=1 941
270 REAO 19)	 K• (IR(J) 9J=1 951, (AR(J) •J=1.31
IF(K)280t2809270
280 READ (9)	 I091KE9AK79AKO
IFII0)2 84 92 96 92 90
284 IC=-10
YRITE ( 696)10
286 READ (9) IP9LK9 (AR(J) •J=1941
I F's IP12 80 92 80 92 86
291 WRITE 16914) I0910DSC(I09J) 9J=1 941
292 READ (9) IP9LS9 AP0 9
 APC9 APS• APA( 1) 9APA (2 )
IF( IP.lE.0)GO TO 280
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V C Y A C• E F T F c T C^ S F
	
( Pasadena Operations)




r-1. gr-Y c TF I F+OSIT1^^tiING
	
1	 t .1	 NANEI VER
4 LIFT v1TTF rSPF
1 vE gi 4IE m STWIICTIIPE
S VLWjIE^ Pp rP I, LSION S/S
F(151TI r,N O v F*N 1-FAU CPANr
1 VEMNIE n STkUrTURF
	
?	 1.2	 A1TACf4,EI\T
7 ATT A CH CFA h E HC,O KS
1 VEPNIE n STI:UCTI.IRV
	
?	 J .3	 TwtrJSP CR!
'HOTS T WIT', C"ANF
1 VEPillE^ STWUCTURE
NnvF 64I TF ^RAnF
1 VE=• IJ IE rl STRUCTURF




7 CF.TACH CFA I% E Hcw;
i VE:;' ,IIE n STAUCTIIPF
	
5	 1.5	 V1SPF-C7Ik^N
VIS U AL INSPECTI0f.
1 vERNIE R STI:IICTURE
	
i 4	 F I-P c Y c- TF' /OS	 TFPCOP NF-
 CTICN
	
1	 4.1	 A/P , / S- Q SF F /CON.N
I? CON t]FC1 CA0LE59H0SFSgFTC
q VEH 4 IE ,l P QrPULSICN S/S
? 4.2 A/ D c /S-1-SE N/CON,N
1 ? CONtiFCT CAuLFS.HnSFS,FTC
S VEQ1IE ,1 F'ACPULSIrN S/S
	
3 c	 SL.P cYc TF A FU , dCTLOi,AL TFcTIr\G
	
1	 5.1	 F/S TE`_T Pw oC. SFQ
14 FOKCTIr 1 4AL TFSTV.G
S VEW' I lE r' PPCPULSIOK S/S
	4 E
	 SUg cY STF I I/OCE 01SCONtiF rTICn
	
1	 6.1	 A/P c/ S-NSF: F /'ISCN
17 CT^CCPonECT CA9LESgFTC.
S VEP N IE" P w rP IJ LSIOK S/S
?. 6.2 A /P c/5 -t- SF N/Uerrr
13 CTSCCNnECT CAHLES.FTC.





q LIF T wITP NSPF
i 1 vE gl +IEr v nr. CARIANG S/S
7 FOS I T I O^q O !'E R HEAU C,RAN.F
11 VLQ A IEm t"CC. CARLING S/S
	
2	 1.?	 ATTAC,INE!,T
I ATTACH CFA A E HCnKS
11 VEW41E H r'rf). CAPLTNG 5/5
? 1.3 TWaNSNCR
4 FOI ST „I7 ► 1 CRANF
11 VL.: ,IE^ 	 CARLTnG S/S
NnVF vjT T H i-«nNF
11 VLl- IE" "'Co CARLYN,G S/S
l.n k ^ P -,IIH C',ANE
1 1 vE % ., IF^ v or. C68L. TNG S/S
	
4	 1 .4	 rf-TA(r1PE1^T
r rFT r-C o l CFA , -c NCn-S
I
i
sting 6. Microbial Burden Special Write Program.Chit
11	 VEPNIE n 	Moo.	 CABLING S/S
c	 l.S	 Tt4SPFCTICN
VTF JAL	 PNSI'FCTIC',
11	 VEQNIEh	 X100,	 CA BLING S/S
E 2	 SUBS Y STF'A 	PREPAhATICN
1	 2.1P	 S/S	 1NTE6	 FNL	 "EST
12 CONNFCT CABLES•HOSFS.FTC
11	 VEwA lE m 	MoD,	 CARL1NG S/S
14	 FUNCTIONAL	 TESTING
11	 VEQ N IE h 	 MOC,	 CABLING S/S
13	 CISCCP4KECT	 CA9LE5•FTC•
11	 VERNIEN	 MCC,	 CABLING S/S
7 3	 SU85Y`TF 14 	 INSTALLATION
1	 3.1	 5 /5	 r()NP .^ NNT	 PLACE
I	 NOVF	 ASSEHdLY	 MANUALLY
11	 VEPA E N_	 MOC,	 CABLING S/5
2	 3.2	 5/5 C OMP ATTACH
1 S	 INSERT	 SCRLw•BCLT,FTC.
11	 VEPA E PI	 M OO.	 CABLING S/S
3	 3.3	 S/S	 rONP	 I°4T^;ChECT
1 2	 CONNECT	 CAULESoHOSFS•ETC
11	 vER" D IE M 	 M OC.	 CABLING S/S
E 4	 5UHS YSTF' 4 /0SE	 II\TEACO^^NECTTr,N
1	 4.1	 A /R,	 S /S- L SE	 E/CONN
1 2 CON flECT	 CAeLES•HOSFS.FTC
11	 vERA EM m oc .	 CABLING S/S
S E	 SUR SY FTF^ l FUNCTIONAL	 TESTING
1	 5.1	 S/S	 TEST PRCC.	 SEa
14 FUNCTIONAL TESTIG,
11	 VEPA EH M00.	 CABLING S/S
10 E	 SUBSYSTE M/OSE D!SCONNFCTION
1	 6.1	 4/8	 S/S-SSE	 F/DSCN
13	 CISCCNNECT CARLES,FTC.
11	 VEQ N IE h 	 M CC,	 CABLING S/S
11 2	 SUBSYSTE M PREPAh_ATICN
1	 2.1	 NANEuVER
1 lNOVE ASSEMBLY NAhUALLY
17 CUKTROL ELEC T RONICS S/A
10 FLACE	 I N HA NOLING CONTAN
17	 CO,,TFOE	 ELEC T RONICS S/A
2	 2.2	 TRANSACR!
11	 MOVE	 IN * ADDLING CONTANR
17 CONTROL ELECTRONICS S/A
1R FENOVE FFM HNDLNG CONTNR
17	 CONTFOL ELEC T RONICS S/A
3	 2.3	 I N SPF CT IAN
A	 VIS U AL	 DNSrECTI0N
17 COKTROL ELEC T RONICS S/A
1 'HOVE	 ASSEMBLY	 MAN'U„LLY
17 COOFOL ELECTRONICS S/A
4	 2.4	 S/A	 FUNCI,	 TEST
12 CON NECT	 CAdLES•HOSEStFTC
l7	 CONTFOL	 ELECTRONICS S/A
14	 FUNCTIONAL	 TESTING
17 CONTFOL	 ELEC T RONICS S/A
13	 CTSCCNNECT CARLE59FTC.




17	 CO,,TRUL	 FLFCTRnNTCS S/A
5	 2.5	 C/A	 p JRN	 P,	 TEST
12	 CON tIEC • 	CAdLFS.HOSFs•FTC
17	 COr\TFOL	 FIEC T RONICS S/A
Listing 6. Microbial Burden Spe-:al Write Program Output
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